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,.----....., TODAY:
Cloudy.
High: 40.
Low: 20s.

THE ·MURRAY STATE

•

SATURDAY: Dry.
High: 45-50. Low : 25.
SUNDAY: Dry.
.
High: 45-50.
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Vol. 73, No. 18

Source: National Weather Service

Celebrating 70 years as the Student Newspaper of Murray State Universiey
News
A campus radio show promoting the Black Student
Leadership Convention was
Interrupted by a caller making racial slurs which
ippalled and angered students.

Student dies after collapse
-students: MSU student
Erin Conn, . apparently
having a heart attack, collapsed in class Monday
afternoon and later died.
BY JENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
NEWS Eorm•

Seepage

2

Erin Marie Conn, senior
music performance major, died
at 5:38 p.m. on Monday, Feb. 2

after collapsing on stage during an opera workshop class.
Conn was transported by
ambulance to Calloway County Hospital just after 5 p.m.
Several students attempted
artific:ial respiration before the
eme~ency medical technicians arrived on the sc:ene.
Conn died of apparent heart
failure. The Calloway County
coroner is still investigating.

Erin Conn:
An-~

music IMjor from

Eddyville. Com
cohpsed In class
Mondayandwu
pronounced deed
at Caloway
County Hospital
at S:l8 p.m.

22-year-old Conn is survived
by her parents, David and
Marie donn of Eddyville, her

sister .Megan, her half-sister
Kimber and half-brother
Christopher.
A memorial service was held
in the Farrell Recital Hall of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on Tueaday at 1 p.m. Visitation was held at Lakeland
Funeral Home yesterday from
4 to 9 p.m., and will be held
today from 12 to 1 p.m at the
Eddyville United Methodist

Church followed by the funeral
service at 1 p.m.
In lieu of flowers the Conn
family baa aaked that donations be made to the department of muaic scholarship
fund in memory of Erin Conn.
Student counseling is available through the University's
Counselina and Te&ting Center or campue mil'listries services.

OpEd
Renee Rowland, director of
African-American student
services, talks about what It
was like to Ff1W up In a
white society.

S. pase
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Eating disorders are not
merely about beln& thin, and
they don't only OCQM" In
females. For more lnfOrma..
tion on lesser known dtsarder, check out this story.

Final words
call for show
to commence
BY JENNIFER SAcHARNOSIQ
NEWS Eonolt

Twenty-two-year-old Erin
Conn was a powert\11 woman.
She stood six feet tall and bad
a rich voice, bUt her power
came from hu ability tQ
~ tf~QaewlovecL '~hate

woriLed.

b.cnna in the eoma

Sports
The Murray
State men's
basketball team
Improved Its
record to 21-3
........__ with wins over
Tennessee Tech and Morehead State.

TheNewsOnline

We've been working on ·
improving our presence on
the lnfonnation Superhighway. Check out our evolving
World Wide Web page at
www.thenews.org.
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Coon was well known on
campus. She averaged 18 witty and """" st.
hours per semester while hard for what she achieved
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But, she was best known in
the music department, for
doina what she loved-performing.
Music was the center of
Conn's life. She practiced for
nearly six hours every day
and was a member of the professional music fraternity
Sigma Alpha Iota. She .participated in the concert choir,
chamber singers and opera
workshop.
"Erin had a rich, mature,
luscious voice that came from
a beautiful inner spirit," said
Kay Bates who instructed
Conn for more than two years
and is the SAl adviser.
Lauren Boswell, Conn's
roommate and friend, said
Conn's dream was to be on
stage.
"One day last semester,
after performing all day and
late into the night, she was
completely exhausted, but
she looked at me and said, 'I
love it. This is where I
belong.' She knew it was what
she wanted to do," Boswell
said.
Those close to Conn
describe her as enthusiastic,

·~

of •Bye
Bintie." After every rehearsal
she woul4 tJaaRk those who
came to praetice, even t.bouah

pNduction

she had worked harder than
everyone, cut members said.
"She was dedicated,• said
April Fisk, president of SAl.
"She never did· anything halfway and abe always had a
great attitude."
Friends of Ccmn said she
had an angelic quality.
"I could see God in her
eyes," Boswell said.
'"In my eyes she was as close
to the quintessential human
being as a person can
Justin Durham, music education maJor, said.
"The true teet of a person's
greatneu is seen through
how they live every day:
• Bates said. •Many of us have
so much trouble doing those
things that came eo· natural
for her."
Conn was practicins on
stage when 1he collapsed.
Students who were present
said her last word was "cur·
tain." In the theater world,
that is what is said before a
performance is to begin.

be:

~ DlxcWThe News
Students support each other after a memorial sentce held In t:he Farrell Recital HaU of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Bulldtftl on Tuesday.

Kane: 'Everyone
can really feel
her absence'
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Seth Oucon/The News
The Slama Alpha Iota musk fratemlty closed the mernotW on Tuesday In sona. The afrl• Joined
hands while sinafnl •Amazinl Grace'.
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More than 200 people .flooded
the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine~ Center to
attend a memorial service for
Erin Marie Conn on Tuesday
afternoon. The service provided
a time for students to support
each another during their
grieving period.
Tammy Hatfield, counselor
at the Counseling and Testing
Center, told students there is
no normal · way to grieve. She

recommended Ulinc each other
aa a support system.
Many of the students in the
music department began. consoling each another in the hospital just moments after the
death of' their friend.
· More than 25 people were
present at the hospital on Monday afternoon. The waiting
room filled even more as students and faculty arrived as
soon as they were notified.
Upon leaving the hosp,tal
P1eMc aee GRIEF/18
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Cinema International
offers film from India
Aparajito will be showing in the Curris Center
Theater on Feb. 5-7 at
7:30 p.m. each night. The
film is the second in a trilogy about a boy named
Apu who must prepare to
leave his home to attend
the university.
The film is free to all students staff and faculty
members.

Radcliff to speak at
eating disorders
conference
Murray State will host its
third annual Eating Disorders Conference on Feb.
23.
Rebecca Ruggles Radcliffe author of "Dance
Naked In Your Living
Room: Handling Stress and
Finding Joy," will present
the keynote address at the
luncheon. Radcliffe offers
solutions to handling the
stress of everyday life.
For more information on
Radcliffe's lecture or on
the Eating Disorders Conference
contact Jane
Etheridge at 762-30 I 6.

Student receives
national award
Brandy Quam, junior
advertising major and marketing minor, has been
chosen to attend the
Direct Marketing Colle·
giate Institute in Chicago,
during a week in March.
Quam was selected as one
of 26 juniors nationwide
to win the scholarship and
one of six Murray State
students to receive this
honor since 1992.

m.

IT.Ionor students to
speak at roundtable
Eight students from the
MSU Honors Program
gave speeches at the Kentucky Honors Roundtable.
One of the issues presented was "The Manner
in Which the Media Influenced Public Opinion and
Political Policy during the
1980s:· by David Cecil if
Newburgh, Ind., Sarah
Hawkins of Evansville, Ind.
and Russ Oates of Madisonville. The presentation
included film strips and
political cartoons.

junior Jam to be
held next month
Murray State University
will hold its junior jam on
Saturday, March 21. Registration will begin at 12:30
p.m.
juniors will be able to
Jearn about scholarships,
admission requirements
and financial aid. They will
also be able to sit in academic sessions with faculty.
For more information,
contac.t the School Relations office at (502) 7622896 or toll-free at I -800272-4MSU.

BriefS compiled by news staff
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Racist calls during radio
•Racism: A radio show for
WKMS received racist
commits while trying to
publicize a Black Leadership Conference.
BY JENNIFIR SACHARNOSKJ
NEWS EDITOR

Several students at Murray
State University's radio station
WKMS felt the wrath of racism
when a caller began a verbal
assault during the radio program Soul Flight airing Friday
from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m ..
David Stubblefield, media
relations chair for the Black
Student Leadership Confer-

ence, was promoting the conference on the air by taking callers
to answer a question on black
heritage. The first person to
answer the question, "Who first
taught the principle that black
is beautiful?" was to win a conference T-shirt.
Within minutes a call was
received from a man who first
asked to make a request to
Adolf Hitler. He continued his
attack by making references to
the Aryan Nation and the conCederate and Nazi flags.
The person who received the
call, who asked not to be identified, immediately hung up the
phone, but three minutes later
the caller called back. Both
calls contained explicit Ian-

ConferenCe
celebrates
·black history
stress management and
planning for the future. The
formats for the sessions
include roundtables, professional presentations, panels
and open dialogue forums.
"There will be a diversity
of issues which will help different cultures to better
BY JENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
understand each other,"
NEWS EDITOR
Doris Clark-Parham, coordinator of the conference, said.
The 1998 Black Student
Many session leaders will
Leadership
Conference,
be
Murray State faculty.
titled "People, Power and
Steve
Jones, Renee Rowland
Progress: Reaching for
and
Mike
Young are just a
Strength through Unity,"
will be held l<'eb. 27 to sampling of the presenters.
Students will also be preMarch 1 in celebration of
senting
a spring fashion
Black History Month.
show in Lovett Auditorium
The event, sponsored by
at 7 p.m. on Friday. Tickets
the office of African-Ameri·
for the fashion show will be
can Recruitment and Retenavailable at the door.
tion in conjunction with the
After the sessions on SatAfrican-American Recruiturday
there will be a Jazz
ment Team, will stress
Cabaret night open to everyAfrican-American culture,
one for $5 at the door. T.C.
leadership and education.
Smith will be providing live
"The education of history music in a club scene type
could be beneficial to all atmosphere.
races," David Stubblefield,
This will be the third time
media relations chair, said.
the University has hosted
"I hope people will take this event. Clark said she
home a new perspective, a hopes to see it become an
new way of thinking and a annual event.
new commitment to themApproximately 200 people
selves and other people."
from the University and the
A keynote address by surrounding area have
Nairn Akbar is one of the already made reservations.
conference's main attracThe cost for non-students
tions. Akbar is a renowned is $45. For University stuspeaker and has appeared dents and high school particon "Oprah" and "Geraldo." ipants the cost is $15. TickThe banquet dinner featur· ets can be purchased in the
ing Akbar is sold out, but Mrican American Recruitthere are still spaces avail- ment and Retention Office
able in the overflow room.
on the first floor of Sparks
Individual programs will Hall until Feb. 14.
Donations are also being
include such topics as
male/female relationships, accepted to offset the cost of
African-American history, the speaker and the events.

''ro be denounced
over the phoneIt was so powerful. Words do ' '
hurt ..
-

D AVID

8TuBai.EnELD,

MEDIA RltLA'110N8 CHAIR

guage and extremely racist context.
Stubblefield said he believes
that his question may have provoked the attack. However, he
had appeared on two shows
prior to Christmas break promoting the conference to be
held at the end of this month.

s~ow

Stubblefield admitted to
The reason for notifying all
being shaken because of the the above of the attack is to
incident, but he said he does promote discussion on the subnot feel any personal threat.
ject of racism Stubblefield said.
"To be denounced over the
"The first step is to talk about
phone-it was so powerful," the problem and quit hiding it,"
Stubblefield said. "Words do Stubblefield said. "How can we
hurt."
learn anything if the book is
closed?"
Stubblefield submitted a document detailing the attack to
Station Manager Kate Lochte
Murray University Public Safe- called the incident shocking
ty, the Equal Opportunity and expressed her apologies to
Department at Murray State, the students involved in the
African American Student Ser- program. She said they have
vices,
African
American requested Long Distance ManRecruitment and Retention agement to provide a list of the
Office and The Murray State incoming calls.
News .
Public Safety has also been
He also plana to submit a infonned of the calls and the
copy to the nearest NAACP case is currently under investichapter.
gation.

Compute this

•Conference:
This
year~ Black Student
Leadership Conference
will provide sessions on
culture, leadership and
education.

jason Umstead, sophomore from Hurray
works on an extra-credit project for his

AutoCad drafting d au W ednesday after·
noon In the lET bulldlna.

Senate to reinstate
faculty evaluations
-senate: The Faculty Senate is reinstating administrative evaluations to begin
this semester.
BY CHRISTINE HALL
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Faculty members will once
again have the opportunity to
evaluate senior level administrators, including President Alexander.
The Faculty Senate decided on
Tuesday to start up evaluations
of the administration. It had
developed a new system in which
to appraise deans.
According to the Ledger and
Times , the members of the Senate had been expressing frustration with not being able to evaluate the University's top administration, including President
Alexander.
Faculty Senate president, Ann
Landini said the Senate dec.ided
it was time to reinstate the eval-

t he administration," Landini
uations.
"Several senators expressed a said.
need to resume the evaluation
The committee to develop the
process that was used for a num- new evaluations were appointed
ber of years," she said. "A motion in the Jan ..and Feb. meetings of
was formed and approved to do this year.
just that."
"A committee was appointed to
Landini said in the spring of work with Provost Booth on
1996, the senators temporarily developing new instruments to
suspended its annual adminis- evaluate chairs, but it has not
trative evaluations in order to begun working on that," Landini
de.velop new evaluations to be said.
used for chairs, deans, provosts
She also said the process' for
and presidents.
developing the evaluations was
"An ad-hock committee worked difficult.
with Provost Booth to develop a
"It is a time consuming
new evaluation instrument to
process," Landini said. "It was
evaluate deans[of colleges)," she
the feeling of the Senate to
said. "They indicated this
resume doing what we were
process would begin this semesdoing
while working on new
ter."
instruments."
AB of this time, however, no
Landini said it was important
new instruments had been develto
be able to evaluate the presioped, leading the Senate to condent
because of his status.
tinue with the old methods.
"He's
our leader and the ulti"The Senate still did not have
the new instruments to evaluate mate person responsible for the
chairs, provosts and presidents, University, and he works under
but the senators thought it was the direction of the Board," she
too long to go without evaluating said.

Arrest nets four Racer football players
contacted the MSU public safety office
Saturday morning and notified them
the four players were being held at the
center.
The four players arrested were: John
Shepard. sophomore transfer student
BY JASON KEMP
from Leavenworth, Kan.; Shawn
ST.I\FF WRITER
Boykins, sqphomore transfer student
from St. Louis, Mo.; MSrkus Stepp,
Four Murray State students were junior defensive lineman from Ft.
arrested early Saturday morning for Wayne, Ind.; and Frattk Wilson, sophopossession of marijuana, only two days more transfer student from St. Louis,
after a non-s tudent was arrested for the Mo.
same offen~e.
· This incident occurred only two days
According to a report from MSU after Harold A. Sanders, a non-student
police, the four students arrested Sat- from Hickman, w"as arrested on the
urday morning are members of the foot- fifth floor of Hart Hall for the possession of marijuana and drug parapherhall team .
Public Safety Director Joe Green said nalia.
the Calloway County Detention Center
According to a report from the Mur-

•Crime: Four Murray State students were arrested this week on
drug charges. All of the students
were members of the Racer football
team.

ray State University Police, a complaint of marijuana odor on the fifth
floor was reported at 12:57 a.m. Friday,
Jan. 29. Sanders was arrested at 1:20
a.m. and taken to the Calloway Detention Center.
No charges have been filed in either
of the cases.
Racer head football coach Denver
Johnson said he equid not comment on
potential penalties for the four players
until he had a chance to fully examine
the circumstances surrounding the incident. He said there will be an investigation.
"We are handling matters internally,"
.Johnson said. "There are things going
on as far as fact finding missions to see
what really went on."
"This is one of those things where

there won't be too much released to the
public," he said. "Suspensions are an
option...we will have to wait and see."
MSU Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said the case will be investigated
carefully because all of the players
arrested may not have been involved in
the actual drug use.
"We want to make sure that there
weren't any innocent bystanders, people at the wrong place at the wrong
time," Dennison said. "After talking to
security, we've decided to investigate
internally to protect the players."
Green said there are no NCAA regulations concerning penalties for dnlgrelated arrests and that disciplinarY
actions will be determined by the University.
Pretrial arraignment for both cases is
set for Feb. 23.

Ne~s
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Senate passes ELl. reSolution
-senate: The Faculty Senate is evaluating the English Language Institute in
hopes of making it a
stronger program.
BY )ASON KEMP
STAFF WRITER

The Faculty Senate passed a
resolution in hopes of urging
the University to review and
intensify the University's current English Language Institute <ELI) program Tuesday
afternoon at a Faculty Senate
meeting.
The resOlution, which passed
by majority vote, was prompted
from a survey on language
skills administered to Murray
State faculty last· semester and
the recommendation from MSU

faculty to change the Universi- Cartwright, dean of the College
ty's English language admis- of Humanistic Studies at MSU,
sion requirements for interna- which currently ovenees the
ELI program, praised the protional students.
gram.
The ELI allows international
students to attend the Univer..We have modeled our prosity if they have not received an gram here after the better proacceptable score on the TOEFL grams,•
Cartwright said.
(Test Of English as a Foreign "Tbel'e are a lot of rich opportunities we have on this campus
Language).
An international student because of international stuwho meefa .all Univeuity dents.
admission requirements after
"'t's naive of us to bring in a
he finishes the ELI program large number of international
may enroll in full-time Univer- students and think things will
sity course work.
remain the same in the clauFaculty Senate did not dis- rooms," he said. "'t's going to
cuss the specific plans of the affect the way we teach."
proposal; .however, the ELI will
Faculty Senate also brought
be improved after its review, up concerns about the proposal
according to the resolution.
· for a new Institute for InternaIn a statement to the Ledger tional Studies, which will overand Times this week, Joe see the ELI program.

Members of Faculty Senate
said the University'is advertising for a director of the institute and lists the position
beginning immediately.
The advertisement for the
new position notes the Institute for International Studies
would include several existing
international programs, including the ELI and MSU Center in
Beijing.
Faculty Senate members
raised the question whether
the Institute for International
Studies bas been sufficiently
developed .as required by the
University's faculty handbook
through the University academic council. The· Senate has
directed the academic council
to review the proposed new
institute.

Faculty head parking signs stolen
-crime: The faculty head
pQrking signs in front of
the residential colleges
were stolen last semester.
BY JENNIFER PIERCE
STAff WIITU

At the end of the fall semester housing maintenance
noticed two college head parking sips were missing from the
resideiltial college complex.
After reporting the incident
to the housing department,
maintenance was asked to
cheek the TeSt of the signs only
to find them missing aa well.
Public Safety was then noti·
fied but no formal complaint
was filed.
After a brief aearch, the sign
belonging to Hester College
Head Ron Cella was found

behind the garbage dumpsters
at Hart College. The paint had
been
almost
completely
stripped off, but the shield was
still recognizable.
Housing decided not to pursue the issue further until after
Christmas break.
Upon returning for the spring
semester ' a theft report was
filed, but an investigation by
Public Safety bas yet to turn up
any responsible parties.
"This has gone beyond minor
vandalism," Joe Green, director
of Public Safety said. "The
signs that were stolen cost
almost $100 a piece."
Facilities management and
Public Safety are in the process
of havinc new signs painted to
replac:e those stoUm.
Within the last two weeks,
diagonal
yellow lines have been
.

.

'Thl8 hu • one

beyond mlDor
vand•Ji•m."
-JOE GREEN,
DIRECTOR OF PUBUC SAFE1Y

·painted in the spaces. These
are meant to signify restricted
parking.
"The college heads need their
parking apaces and they asked
us to do something about the
situation," Paula Hulic:k, director of housing said. -when we
were aekecl if we would like the
lines painted we decided it
would be the moat eft'ective
solution for now."
Green said Public Safety
would like to have the signa
returned, but if the responsible

party is found charges will be
filed.
"There is a possibility it could
result in felony charges
because of the dollar ·amount
stolen,• Green said. "Theft can
be considered a felony charge if
the amount is over $300, and
the replacement of•the signs is
almost $900."
Punishment
for
felony
charges can include a fine of
$500 or leu and/or one year in
jail. The guilty party will also
be required to reimburse the
University $900.
Cella said the yellow lines
should be kept because he often
found people parking in his
spot.

"The linea were more effective than the signs," he said.
"People never park in the yellow lines.•

Police Beat
Jan.29,1988
12:57 a.m. Complaint of marijuana odor on the fifth floor of Hart College.
Harold A. Sanders, non-student, was arrested for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia. He was lodged in the calloway Detention Center.
3:27 p.m. Lori A. Brown was cited for an expirt!d license plate.
Jan.30,1988
8:32 a .m. A fire alarm went off in Woods Hall due to a heat sensor.
2:13a.m. Arl MSU student was taken to the emergency room for a drug
overdoae on over-the-counter headache medication. Status is OK.
3:30 p.m. A book bag owned by Nongmlch Sairlee was stolen from
Winslow cafeteria.
4:31 p.m. A citation was issued to Pamela J. Shehon for disregarding a
stop sign at 15th and Hester College lot.
11:49 p.m. A traffic stop resuJted In the anast of Craig N. Angel for driving
on a suspended lloenle aod no tan Hghta. He was lodged In the Calloway
Detention Center.
Jan.31,1988
1:29 a.m. John Shepard, Shawn Boykins, Markus Stepp and Frank Wilson were arrested for possession of marijuana.
2:55 Lm. Dennis E. Kesmodel wu arrested for a DUI and lodged in Calloway Detention Center.
12:44 p.m. A complaint was received on childntn In the College Courts
area playing at the Regional Special Events Center. They had built a
ramp, but the chlldtan went away and the ramp was disassembled.
3:50p.m. Complaint on children throwing items from a Dumpster. The
children were tumed over to their parents.
5:51 p.m. A male juvenile was taken into custody at the Domino's in the
Currls Center and charged with possession of marijuana. He was released
to his parents and information was turned over to juvenile authorities.
10:50 p.m. Complaint of skate boarders at the loading dock next to the
Industry and Technology Building.
Feb.1,1998

1:08 a.m. Report of a fight In the Currls Center was received.
2:08 a.m. Report of a fight at the Currla Center was received. ~ fight
moved toward C1artc College and then dispersed.
7:41 p.m. A fire alarm sounded in Richmond College due to a heater malfunction. There was no fire and the resident moved to another room until
the fixture could be repaired. No damage or injuries were reported.
Feb.2, 1988
2:51 p.m. A Munay pofice officer arrested Shenay Robinson on a shopflftingchalge.
4:51 p.m. Ambutance dispersed to Fine Arts Building for a.student having
a seizure. She was transported to the hospital.
8:43 p.m. Ambulance was dispatched to Racer Arena. A female fell in the
parting lot outside the building .She was transported to the hospital.
Feb. 3, 1998-No ,..,oft
Feb. 4, 1998
11 :52 a.m. An ambulance was dilpatched to the Collins Industry and
Technology Building's work enhancement center tor a person having a
seizure. He was transported to the hospital.
10:21 p.m. A student reported I'8C8Ivtng harassing phone calls. The situation was resolved.
11 :01 p.m. A fight was in progresi on the fifth floor of Hart College involvIng three male non-students. Criminal charges possibly pending.
Racer Eacorta. 11
Motorlet Aalata-9
Information for Police Beet gathered and complied by Christine Hd, assiStant news editor, from matetials available 1o the Public Safety office.
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V iewPoint

4
College Vieu's

Q•

What is your favorite

television sitcom which is
currently running as a rerun?

Name: Riann
Aldrich

Major: Finance
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Bloomington, Ill.

"I like the 'The
Wonder Years'
on Nlclcelodeon!'

Name: Daniele
Cave

Major:
Organizational
Communications
Year: Junior

)

Hometown:
Humble, Texas

"9021 0. It comes on at I 0 at
night and 3 in the afternoon."

Name: Chris
Scott

Major: Biology
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Eddyville

" 'The Simpsons.' I like the
way Bart manipulates his family and teachers."
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Racial comments
call for punishment
Abraham Lincoln signed the Emancipation
Proclamation which freed the slaves in 1863 this
was the first piece of legislation recognizing the
rights of the slaves in our history.
Nearly 100 years later, Martin Luther King Jr.
Raid, "l have a dream." He was dreaming of a day
when blacks would have the same treatment as
their lighter-skin counterparts.
Thirty years later, our college radio station
received racist phone calls asking for Adolf
Hitler. The two telephone calls placed that night
consisted of explicit language and extremely
racist context.
How far has the American public progressed in
150 years? Have we learned anything since our
founding forefathers first recognized there was a
problem and tried to solve it?
For the most part, lhe answer is yes. Most
Americans have learned to look past color
because they know it is what is on the inside
that counts.
Blacks, as well as nil people from ethnic backgrounds, have fought hard for their rights and
they are taking full advantage of them. They are
succeeding in all professions and making our
world a better place to live.
Anonymous caller, why are you living in the
19th century? We are on the verge of the 21st
century and a technology explosion. We have at
our disposal the information super-highway, not
the outhouses and horse-drawn carriages they
had in Lincoln's time.
Why must you continue to live in the past? In
today's fast-paced world, a computer made last
year is considered obsoiete. So what does this
make of your ide3s?
Didn"t anyone ever teach you that beauty is
only skin deep? Don't you know beauty lies in
the eye ofthe beholder? Have you ever heard the
saying ''Sticks nnd stones may break my bones,
but words will never hurt me?"
Well, in case you don't already know, that last

•

Our l~'"iell1
Issue:

WKMS received two racist telephone calls in
the middle of programming Friday night.

Position:
People need to stop prejudging people by
the color of their skin.

saying is simply not true. Words leave the most
damaging types of wounds, emotional ones.
Americans have progressed past your antiquated ideas. Open your eyes, KKK members
and anonymous callers. You too are descendants
of immigrants. Our ancestors stole this land we
live on from the Native Americans, the people
who first found this land.
And so what gives Americans the right to
judge? Caller, your actions Friday night were
unnecessary, uncalled for and extremely unappreciated. A number of different sources should
give your actions immediate attention and rightfully so.
Racism must stop and every generation has to
do its part. That means evecy person on this
campus has a responsibility to fight it. We must
leave this world to our children in a better state
than we inherited it.
Axe you, anonymous caller, willing to halt the
gears of progress for your uneducated hypotheses about other races and cultures? Axe we as
Americans going to let this incident stop
progress?
Let us go forth and learn from this person's
mistake. Make his misfortune teach us an
important lesson about life: there is more to
worry about in this world than the color of skin.

Your Viez.es

Name: Colette
Jones

Major:
available to them. We also allow students who live in White and Regents
colleges with any type of board plan to
eat at the T-Room for breakfast and
To the Editor:
Although people often can view a lunch. This helps them with their
response to an article by a manager or schedule and time constraints.
In conclusion, we do make mistakes,
a director within the area of responsibut
our mission is to provide the best
bility as defense, I feel as director of
of
possible
food choices at the most
Food Services a need to respond to
reasonable
price. Please remember
Olivia Monzon and her articJe "Food
that
several
student customers like
Services need to offer healthier diet"
hot
dogs,
pizza,
snack items and those
that appeared in the Jan. 23 issue of
type
of
food
selections.
We must also
The Murray State News. The following
try
to
meet
those
needs
and requests.
are some things that Monzon may
Please
feel
free
to
come
by and visit
want to revisit or perhaps take a closwith
us
and
review
the
selection in
er look at Friday, the day of the artiboth
Winslow
and
the
Fast
Track. If
cle. 1 counted more than 12 items that
we
can
add
additional
items
or take
were available on the Winslow Salad
away
those
that
are
not
working,
we
Bar that could be used as a salad topwill
be
happy
to
review
and
make
new
ping. Also, there were six or seven
additional salad selections available selections to improve what we do.
and a full line of diet, low-fat and reg- Something else you might want to do
ular salad dressings. On that same if you have not already is ask the Fast
salad bar we have homemade soup Track cashiers for help and ideas for
changes and suggestions. They can
. and chili t.hat arc served daily.
The Winslow hot lines try to have a help you and give ideas for making
large a variety of food selections avail- things better.
able as often as we can. Yes, we do
serve products that arc fried, and we William J. Benriter
know that this is n concern to some Director of Food Services
students; however, several students
do request those types of selections. Refonn law acts as restraint
According to the numbers, the weekly
chicken strip night is our most popu- To the EditOr:
I am writing to express my support
lar meal. We do have vegetarian items
for
legislation sponsored by Represenavailable and would hnve more if stutative
Tom Burch which seeks to open
dents requested them. We stopped the
doors
to education for low-income
diet or lite line that you noted because
Kentuckians.
·fewer students were using the line
Kentucky ranks last in terms of perduring its availability. \Ve can always
centage
of adults with less than a
bring it back if enough students would
ninth-grade
education.
use it.
The
federal
welfare law is not an
The Fnst Truck selections are, I
education
law.
It
locks people into lowthink, an area where Monzon has
paying
jobs.
missed the variety of items that we
A five-state study (Illinois, New
have that would be considered healthYork,
Tennessee, Washington and
ier. The sandwich selection you menWyoming)
found that earning a coltioned available at Hart Deli last year
lege
degree
moved an average of 81
is now available at the Fast Track.
percent
of
recipients
ofT welfare to staWe also have a good variety of items
ble
employment.
A
two-year degree
that arc low fat and low sugar, rangfrom
a
community
college
raises a
ing from breakfast bars, muffins and
woman's
income
by
more
than
65 perfresh cut fruit to small salads and chef
cent
over
her
earnings
with
a high
salads. We now have Lender's bagels
school
diploma.
A
vocational
degree
available and homemade soup and
raises
the
income
by
41
percent.
These
chili served daily. Most of the items
percentages
come
from
the
Center
for
we have added since school started
Women's
Policy
Studies,
1997.
last fall have been more healthful.
The proposed law, House Bill 434,
We allow stud1•nts who arc vegetarallows
students on public assistance
ian to eat in the T-Room when we can
their clock while they progress
to
slop
so they have an additional selection

Food Services serve needs
of majority of students

Organizational
Communications
Year.: Senior

Hometown:
Murray

" 'Designing W omen.' I enjoy
watching the different personalities of the characters.''
Name: John
Barger

Major: Occupational safety and
health
Year: Senior

Hometown:
Frankfort

" '9021 0.' It comes on everyday at 3 on.WGN."
Beth Bradley/Staff
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Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
C.D. Bradley
Edttor-in-Chief
Jake Burgess
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Jennifer Sacharnoski
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Sarah Wight
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Sports Editor
Seth Dixon
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Jason Dick
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Bruce Rudd
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The Murray State News is prepared
and edited by students under the advisership of Joe Hedges. Op1nions expressed
are those of the editors and other stgned
wnters. These opimons do not necessarily represent the view of journalism faculty
or the Universtty. Th1s ts an official publication of Murray State University.

toward higher education goals. It also
guarantees that low-income parents
have access to support services such
as child care and transportation while
they go to school.
I urge all citizens of the commonwealth to call your lawmakers and ask
them to support this bill, House Bill
434.
Kentuckians For the Commonwealth tKFrC) supports this bill. If
you, the readers, are interested in
helping to push this important bill
and would like to join with KFTC in
doing so, please call (606) 878-2161 or
write KFTC, P.O. Box 1450, London,
Ky., 40743.

in biochemistry, he has never been
accepted into the American Society for
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology,
which includes the large majority of
the active biochemists in the United
SLates (more than 7,000).
Dr. Gish's so-called debates are in
fact carefully staged media events.
This road show has been held all over
the country, over a period of many
years. Details ofhis avoidance of open,
honest, truthful examination and
interpretation of facts during these
shows have been widely publicized
elsewhere. His confrontations with
legitimate scientists have always been
characterized by his evasiveness, outright false statements and a focus on
Fannie Morris
trivial details, rather than on th~ largCo-Chair for the Hopkins County er issues actually being contested.
KFTC Chapter
Furthermore, Gish's adherence to
science, scientific methods and scientific standards of honesty in these
P rofessors find fault
debates
and elsewhere is inadequate
in request for debater
at best. He has made profoundly erroneous statements (both in previous
To the Editor:
debates
and on public television) and
The Chi Alpha Christian Fraternity
then
has
refused to admit his error
has requested a professor who
when
exposed.
believes in evolution to debate Dr.
Our understanding is that ChrisDuane Gish on Feb. 24 of this year.
tians
and scientists alike must strive
Your challenge should not go unanat
all
times to tell the truth, and to
swered. as that would give a false
assume
full responsibility to correct
impression. However, the challenge is
their
errors
as soon as they are discovacademically and scientifically unacered.
ceptable. The following are some rcaAnother problem is the view presons why this request is so.
sented
by Gish is specific to a fundaFirst of all, scientific truth is not
mentalist
Christian view of creation.
evaluated or determined by a "debate"
It
discards
entirely any other religious
between two people. Major scientific
or
philosophical
viewpoints.
truths arc determined by gathering
is
supposed
to be the heart of
Faith
and interpreting data and observaChristian
religion.
The
adherents of
tions from thousands of experiments
Creationism
base
their
beliefs
of faith
over long periods of time. A panel disin
divine
revelation,
rather
than
scicussion, with many knowledgeable
entific
data.
Scientific
evidence
either
people in various areas of the subject,
is a more appropriate format for such for or against Creationism would seem
to be irrelevant to these faithful.
a topic.
Therefore, to participate in your
Secondly, the argument is said to be
debate
of evolution would be to lend
"from the scientific viewpoint and not
scientific
and academic legitimacy to
a theological or philosophical (one)." It
it.
We
choose
not to do so.
is impossible to discuss a m~or scientific subject such as evolution without
discussing the philosophy of science Terry McCreary,
(the Ph.D. me~ns "Doctor of Philoso· Duke Wilder,
phy"). One must understand how sci- Marie-Christine Royere,
·
entific conclusions are drawn and Alan Weixler,
what scientific conclusions mean in Gaynor Wild,
order to understand and examine the Oliver Muscio,
Geneice McCreary and
scientific viewpoint.
Next, you describe Gish as a "bio- Joe Dunman, community members of
chemist. While he does have a Ph.D. Murray.
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News staff
human, too
This is it. My last week at
The Murray State News. I'm
being paroled.
I've come a long way, baby.
I remember first stepping
into this newsroom some three
and a half years ago. I was a
scared freshman, far away
from home with few friends
and even fewer clues as to
what the heck I was doing in
this strange. very loud place.
People were running around,
the hum of Macintosh computers buzzed angrily and the
click-click
of
keyboards
resounded through the room.
I'm leaving this newsroom
today and this school in a few
months and the fires I've been
burning are slowly dying to
embers. My passion for journalism, however, is as red-hot
as it used to be. I've a bright
future ahead of me.
And so do the r~st of the s tafT
of this newspaper, this institution of higher learning we call
The Murra.v State News .
· There is much you do not
know about this newspaper,
things I could tell you to make
you laugh or cry, scream or
simply s mile and nod your
head. That's what I've been
doing since I got here.
What I am imploring each of
this newspaper's readers to do
is to realize that yes, we arc
students, too. We go to classes
at 8 a.m.. cram aU night for
geoscience exams and rend
"The Great Gatsby" a hundred
times. We eat pizza with olives
and pepperoni. We go South
and we visit the Campus Coffee Shop regularly. In essence,
we are people. And like all people, we are hopelessly flawed.
Occasionally, you may find
an error in an issue of The
' Murray State News. Yes, it
does happen, and quite rcgu·
larly. l'm still getting flak for
the spelling of "Beatles." I
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Mandy Wolf is .design consul·
tant for The Murray State
News.
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Heritage
As a child, the segregation of
my town and the void of the
NAACP went unnoticed. I just
viewed it as a way of life. The
one thing I did notice was the
difference between my white
friends and m\!. While in the
third grade, we were taking
our individual class pictures
and 1 felt special because my
teacher asked me to move to
the front of thl! line. It wal:in't
until I overheard one of my
white friend s s ay that I had to
move because I was colored
that I no longer felt special (a
different typ~ of film had to be
used for blacks during this
time). I just felt ashamed.
I remember dreading class
whenever we talked about
slavery or the Civil War. 1
especially dreaded the sympa·
thetic looks given me by my
white friends.
My parents stressed education because they were unable
to receive one. Therefore, l did
very well in school. H was very
important to nw to be accepted. I thought the best way to
accomplish this was by being
popular. It also helped ease
the guilt I felt for being black.

more than three outbreaks per year.
AH.hough reoccurrences don't usuMy
ally last as long as the initial out() j Jin ion
break, they may be emotionallywrenching to the individual who
experiences them.
WENDY
Anti-viral medication ig available
COLliNS
to trent herpes outbreaks, but recurrent episodes are not as responsive
to medicat ion a s tht> initial outbreak.
monly infected with the Herpes
The presence of such a virus ir. an
Simplex Virus II (HSVII, genital individual's system proves to be an
herpes}.
extreme ly difficult, socially-chalFolks, the reality of this hearty, lenging conversation, when becomreplicating virus is simple - any ing intimate with a new or life part·
old skin surface or mucous mem- ner.
brane will do! Neither HSVI nor
This is not. a secret to be kept from
HSVII is particularly selective as to a sexual partner, but one lhnt lllust
the area of the body it prefers to be responsibly shared to avoid intj.
invade.
mote cont.oct at tirncs when sores
If you or your sexual partner par- are present and viral transmission
ticipate in oral sex, do not engage in cnn occur.
this activity when you have a cold
Herpes is a disease you can 1i vc
:sore on or in your mouth or if you with. That's the good news. The betfeel a cold sore coming on. HSVI ter news is that it is a disease that
loves those warm, moist genital is :-tli-io preventable.
areas as much as it does your
Abstinence is always the best promouth. In olher words, you can phylactic in managing your persondevelop a ca....,e of genital herpes by nl responsibilities to prevent infectthe pre ~ence of a single, small, ing yourself and others, but if you
seemingly insignificant cold sore on choose to have sex: {1) Always usc
your sexual partner's lips.
condoms when having intercourse
Herpes is not a virus that is one- (yeah, yeah, yeah - I've heard all
lime treatable for life.
the reasons ·why they aren't fun to
When the initial Rores resolve, the wear, but at least if you wear a con ·
virus remains within the body, lay- dom, you'll !>ti II be around to tell me
ing dormant within the nervous sys- or your signifh:ant other why you
tem.
don't like them ) (21 Do not engage in
Approximately one-third of the oral sex if you ha't·e a lt~sion or sore
"herpetically-gifted" population will of any kind on or around your
never experience a nother outbreak mouth. The lifelong consequences
in their lifetime. Another one-third arc not worth the risk.
will experience anywhere from one
to three outh;eaks per year. The Wendy Collin.-. ts a Htaf{ nurse at
remaining onc'·third willt>xperiencro Heulth .c:;,.rL' tce.~.

In

hol~s

meaning

It was not until I reached
In My Murray that I began to realize
who I was and what my her()pinion itage was. I did not learn these
things because it was taught
in the classroom. I met other
RENEE
black students who had proROWLAND
fessional parents.
There were black professors
(although I only had one during my entire collegiate expe1 did not see any black rience).
By being around other
heroes. A hero to me was
someone larger than life. blacks, I discussed various
Black heroes on television topics. We shared books we
were rare. unless you counted had read that were not
Fred Sanford or J.J. Walker, required of us. We celebrated
which I did not.
Black History Week of which I
'rho only time I remember had never heard.
feeling pride about being black
It was through these experiwas when I went to school ences and interactions that I
dressed up one day because it began to learn my true hermnrkcd the anniversary of itage. Yes, slavery is a part of
Martin Luther King's death. my heritage, but I do not feel
One of my teachers asked why guilty about it at all. My herI was so dressed up and I itage is that of strength and
explained it to her . She then survival against the greatest
had that guilty look on her of odds.
face. I remember thinking it
Black History Month is
wa8 su silly that she did not important to this country. As
know the significance of the citizens of this country we
day. That day I was very should know the accomplishproud t() be black and felt a ments and contributions of
each culture that makes up
connection with other blacks.

Herpes can be prevented
The word "herpes" has been
around .since the times of ancient
Greece. Scholars of Greek civilization defined this word to mean "to
creep or crawl." signifying the
spreadin~ nature of the observed
skin lesions.
Most college-age people know
something about herpes, either
through news media or through
friendships with those infected.
The best protection against
acquiring a genital herpes infection
is abstinence; however, Mamma
didn't raise a fool. I'm a realist, and
the reality is doctors diagnose about
500,000 new cases of genital herpes
each year.
Transmission of herpes requires
intimate contact between a virus
shedder and a t;usccptive host. Once
contact with skin or a mucous mem·
brane occurs, the virus replicates in
the epithelium over a four- to sixday period . As the replication continues, the characteristic herpes
sores appear.
As physical healing progresses,
the clear fluid contained in the sores
becomes more pustular and eventually forms a scab. Physical healing
usually occurs without scarring in
two to three weeks, but the mental
scarring may prove to be far more
painful and less easy to heal.
Being the newest nurse of the
Health Services staff here nt Murray State, 1 have had the occasion to
note the gamut of reactions people
• display when told they have genital
herpes.
The occasion [ wish to address in
this article deals with the crOl:iStransmission of Herpes Simplex I
CHSVT, cold sores) to the area ofthc
human body previously most com- ·
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swear it was the spell-check.
We don't make these errors
on purpose, l assure you. They
simply slip by our three stu·
dent copy editors, who must
deal with a large amount of
text in a short amount of time.
One of our reporters came
back from class one day very
angry. Her class had been critiquing the campus newspaper
and our reporter had overheard one of her classmates
reply rather snottily, "I'm glad
I don't work for The Murray
State News!" I guess it takes
more than talent to work here
- it also takes guts. Those who
have it do and those who don't,
well, don't .
I'm asking every reader
today to understand and forgive us for our trespa5ses. We
try to do our best for this campus and for you, lhe reader.
We're not perfect and we don't
pre,end to be, but we do our
best as students, as reporter!'!
and as real life people.
This is what I have learned
among many other things during my tenure at this newspaper. There's so much more to
me now than there was then.
I've learned from my mistnkes
and I've learned to take the
punches of others and roll with
them. So has the rest of The
Murray State News.
We've come a long way, baby.

5

this nation.
Carter B. Woodson felt it
was important that people of
African descent and the world
know of these contributions.
He dedicated his life to ensuring this. Because of him, Black
History Week was initiated in
1926.
Woodson said, ''We should
emphasize not NegTo History,
but the Negro in void of
national bias, race hate and
religious prejudice. There
should be no indulgence in
undue eulogy of the Negro.
The case of the Negro is welltaken care of when it is shown
how he has influenced the
development of civilization."
Knowing the truth is important for the development of
healthy attitudes for all people. Black history was very
important in my maturation
and formulation of ideas. •
Because of my heritage, you
will not see shame or apologies in my eyes. You will see a
gleam of pride and hope.

Renee Rowland is director of
African-American
Student
Seruices I Ethnic Programs.

'Dawson's Creek' offers
more than entertainment
Tuesday evenings are a little more
entertaining at my house. For the
past three weeks my nine roommates
and I have gathered together to share
in a bonding session that makes memories we can talk about for three
weeks or longer. The array of togetherness began when the new series
"Dawson's Creek" aired on WGN.
If you haven't watched the most
talked about new series, let me give
you a brief preview of what has been
happening on the first three episodes.
Joey, who is a girl, and Dawson, a
male, had their first kisses - but not
together. Jen declared she was an
atheist; Pasey lost his virginity to his
high school English teacher. The show
is similar to "Beverly Hills, 90210"

excluding the fancy clothes and cars.
In fact, I think "Dawson's Creek" will
eventually replace the legendary
"90210." Blasphemy, I know.
Now that I have briefed the readers
I would like to explain why "Dawson's
Creek" is so important to watch on
Tuesday nights and why you, too, can
make memories that last a lifetime.
At 7:58 p.m., my roommates and I
run to claim seats on the couches to
begin our ritualistic adventure. The
theme music starts and silence moves
over the room until the first commercial break. During commercial break,
everybody has a comment or story to
tell that coincides with something
that happened on the show.
Watching shows like these let you
learn more about your friends. There
is such a grent feeling when we watch
and we all have the same comments
to make. For instance, when Joey and
Anderson, the (,JUY who looks like he

In My
<.Jpinfon
LORI

B URLING

stepped out of a J . Crew magazine,
kissed Tuesday night on the show, we
all sighed at the same time. Then
when Dawson accidentally taped
Pasey and his teacher having sex, all
of our mouths dropped and yelled
comments such as, "Busted" .or Rang
the song "I'm Hot for Teacher." It's
remarkable how you find yourself
yelling to the television at the characters if they they can hear you.
Let me offer some ad vice to you
women and men (yes, there nrc men
who watch this show, and you know
who you are), if you find it hard to
spend time with your best friends
because of your busy schedule. Have
no fear because Tuesday nights at 8
p.m. is your new time to bond, laugh
and on occasions, cry.
Take one hour out of your life and
spend it with your friends while
watching "Dawson's Creek." It's a
good show, but the time you spend
together will probably last longer. I
promise the show will lead to very
interesting conversation~ and you'll
feel great about spending time with
old friends.

!Jori Burling is a staff writer for The
Murray State News.
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University
helps battle
sickness
•Health : Judy Lyle, heatlh
educator for Health Services, gives advice on how
to get rid of the flu during
the next month.
B Y D ONALD LAWSON
STAFF W RITER

If you are wondering why so
many of your friends are missing class, it may not be because
they overslept. It could be the
flu. It is that time of year again
and outbreaks of the flu arc on
the rise across the country.
The flu season runs from four
to six weeks each year and will
last through the month.
.
"We have seen increasing
numbers of cases with five to
six cases on Monday and 10
cases on Tuesday," Judy Lyle,
health educator and staff nurse
at Health Services, said.
Lyle said she expects cases to
increase as the month continues.
. She said compared to recent
years, cases have been moderate this year but added we
have not seen the last of it.
For those already sick, Lyle
gave this advice on flu treat.ment.
"Over-the-counter medication is acceptable to treat
symptoms," she said. "Students
should see a doctor if they have
a fever for many days or an
aching chest."
For those students who

choose to treat themselves with
over-the-counter medication, it
is important to avoid aspirin.
Tylenol and Advil are good for
aches and pains. A cough suppressant should also be used if
coughing is preventing sleep.
Plenty of fluids and rest are
a lso good ways to treat flu
symptoms, Lyle said.
Flu preventative measures
include washing hands, drinking plenty of fluids, avoiding
contact with the nose and the
mouth and eating nutritious
meals.
Clark Harris, student health
doctor for Murray State, said
the current flu virus is a
mutated fonn called Type A
Sydney. Type A is the most
severe of flu types. This mutated form may not be prevented
by' the current flu vaccine
given this year. Harris said
this was not a common occurrence among the virus.
Students can pick up more
information about the flu and
how to prevent it at the Health
Services office located on the
Quad side of Wells Hall.
Students who wish to come in
for a check-up do not have to
make an appointment and will
be seen on a first-come, firstserve basis. Health Services is
closed every Wednesday.
Health Services will not
write excuses for missed classes due to the flu or other illness.
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Senator
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Washing Windows

STAFF REPORT

Danny Voweii/Staff

Laurie Barborka, building service technician, braves the ladder while washing w indows
in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.

.

Fire alarms in College
did not wake student
•Fire: Smoke detector in
Richmond College proved
faulty when smoke failed
to set the alarm off.
Bv TERRI BowrN
(ONTIIIIUTING W RITER

Richmond College residents are
mostly concerned about their
safety this week, following Sunday night's smoke out.
Screeching police cars, fire
trucks and a strong smell of billowing smoke forced Richmond
residents from their rooms Sunday night when an electrical component in a fourth floor iheater
failed.

Elizabeth Gruca, freshman
from Mt. Carmel, Ill., is a resident of the room in which the
incident occurred. Gruca was
asleep and unaware of the situation when suddenly she was
awakened by other residents'
commotion while they were leaving the hall. She walked out of
the college unharmed; however,
both the smoke alarms in her
room and outside her door had
failed.
While there was "no actual
flame involved in this incident,"
stated Artie Haneline, Murray
Fire Marshall, residents are concerned about the reliability of the
smoke alarms found in the their
rooms. The smoke alarms are
professionally tested by the Mur-

ray Fire Department and the
housing staff at least three to four
times a semester and once during
Christmas and Spring breaks.
Kristina Sturm, fourth floor
resident advisor said, "Efforts
have definitely been made this
week by Public Safety to check
the smoke detectors in all of the
rooms. Finally, everything seems
to he back to normal."
"Electrician, housing officials
and heating and cooling experts
have inspected the room and have
agreed the room is safe," Paula
Hulick, housing director, said.
The residents of the room are
staying elsewhere until their
belongings air out.

After four weeks of looking
for replacements for the vacant
Student Government Association positions, the positions
were filled this week.
The new senators were chosen in Wednesday's meeting
and then voted on by the other
senators.
The students first went
through an interview.
College of Humanistic Studies new senators a re Kent
Green, junior from Paducah,
and Jessica Cherry, freshman
from Arlington.
The new senator for the College of Business and Puplic
Affairs is Natalie Boldrick ,
senor from Louisville.
Nikki Key, freshman from
Paducah, was chosen as Freshman Senator.
The four new senators will be
assuming t heir positions next
week.
The positions were left empty
at the beginning of the semester when those who originally
filled the spots did not return
to SGA for various reasons
including a n in ternship and
devoting more to studies.
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SGA to add new meaning to getting carded
•SGA: The Student Government Association is finalizing a
program by which designated
drivers can get free non-alcoholic drinks at area bars and
restaurants.
Bv )ASON KEMP
STAFF WRITER

Taking a proactive stance on the
issue of drinking and driving, the Student
Government
Association
announced last week it will implement a designated driver program
which will give Murray State students certain privileges when they

are out with friends who are drinking.
Although the intricacies of the program have not yet been worked out
between the potential participating
businesses and SGA, SGA President
Todd Earwood said the program
should be available for students to
use by mid-February.
Students who are willing to take
responsibility as a designated driver
when out with friends will be able to
use an MSU designated driver card
which would allow them to receive
free non-alcoholic drinks at certain
restaurants. There will be no charge
for the card.
The card is not a substitute for a
valid MSU I.D., however. Students

must present their I .D. to use the
card.
Restaurants would have the right
to revoke any of the privileges that
the card gives if the student presenting the designated driver card
appears to be under the influence of
alcohol.
Earwood said the businesl'ies that
may participate in the designated driver program include Big Apple, Taylor's and 641 Club in Tennessee, and
Applebee's, O'Charley's, El Chico's,
and Logan's in Paducah.
He said SGA members will call
businesses on HinkleviUe Road in
Paducah near Kentucky Oaks Mall
this week to see if the businesses are

interested in the program and to
negotiate terms of the agreement.
"We're going to try to find these
businesses and then we're asking
them to sign a contract for two years,"
Earwood said. "Each of them may
agree to do different things, but we're
going to t.ry to get everybody to agree
to one or two main points."
Earwood also mentioned the possibility of pursuing Paducah area night
clubs such as the Cadillac Ranch and
the Ginger Pickle for the program,
but said SGA is uncertain whether
the clubs attract enough business
from MSU students to be considered
for the designated driver prow-am ..
The designated driver program was

discontinued at Murray State in the
early 1990s. Earwood said SGA hopes
the re-implementation of the program .
will encourage ~tudents to be more ..
responsible when they go out.
"This will be a help to Murray State
students to increase their safety," he
said. "We're in a unique sitllation
because of the dry county, so students
have to drive a distance to go out. We
think this will encourage more
responsible actions by the people that
are going to drink.
"I think that most students at M~
ray State are very responsible with
designated drivers, but this just gives
people an e}\tra incentive to be a designated driver," Earwood said.

Pikes plan to appeal $1,00~ Rush infraction fine
.
IFC, with the consent of each
•IFC: The IFC Judicial
Board found Pi Kappa fraternity, decided to run a conschedule of all fraterAlpha fraternity guilty of solidated
nity Rush events on a full-page
violating the IFC Consti- ad in the Jan. 23rd edition of
tution and instituted a The Murray State News. Pi
$1,000 fine.
Kappa Alpha ran a separate ad
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Members of Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity may soon be shelling
out $1,000 to pay for a Rush
advertisement placed in violation of the Inter Fraternity
Council's Ethical Advertise·
ment Rule.

detailing its schedule of Rush
activities in the same issue.
According to Heath Keller,
vice president of IFC, Sigma
Chi fraternity asked if separate
ads outlining individual fraternity Rush activities could be
run during the Tuesday IFC
meeting. The response was
"No."
. "The Pikes were aware they

were not supposed to run a separate ad," Heath KeHer, vicepresident of IFC, said.
The
IFC
Constitution
includes an Ethical Advertisement Rule. This rule places
Rush restrictions on advertisements, posters and T-shirts.
Violations of the rule are
punishable by a fine of no less
than $150. The violators must
also go before the IFC Judicial
Board.
In reviewing violations of the
rule, IFC Judicia) Board
answers two questions. "Is
there a violation?" and if so,
"What is the appropriate pun·

ishment?''
ThE> ,Judicial Board met Monday. ln a unanimous decision,
boat·d members found Pi Kappa
Alpha guilty. of violating the
the IFC Constitution, and the
$1,000 fine waR entered as the
appropriate punishment. In
addition. a letter will be sent to
Pi Kappa Alpha's National
Headquarters explaining the
violation and set punishment.
Pi · Kappa Alpha plans to
appeal the charges, because
members feel they were sentenced unfairly.
Chris Thomas, Pi Kappa
Alpha president, said Pi Kappa

Alpha was contacted by the
newspaper and asked if it
wanted to place an ad, and the
fraternity agreed. He sa1d the
fraternity then called IFC President Jeff Wilson to make sure
t.he ad was permissible. He said
IFC did not return the call.
"1 felt we were dealt with
very unjustly and a $1,000 fine
is
extremely
exceeding,"
Thomas said.
As a result of this confrontation, Alpha Tau Omega fraternity was also found in violation
of the Ethical Advertisement
Rule by the early display of a
"Rush 98" T-shirt.

"It was a very minor charge,
and the person wearing the
shirt was not out in public,"
Christian Keneipp, IFC Recretary, said.
'
"Also,
when
he
was
approached hy a member of
another fraternity he immediately changed. He did not realize he had done anything
wrong."
The hoard reasoned that
because the shirt was not
imposed on anyone since it was
worn only on the fraternity's
property, the charges should be
dropped.

Do You Believe:

Reason Is More Important
Than Faith?
That ALL People ·should Be Treated
Equally, And Fairly, Including Women,
Minorities, Homosexuals, Etc.?
That Christians , Theists, Deists, Agnostics,
Human ists, Atheists And Others Can Come
Together On Common Ground, Fully Respecting
Each Other And Sharing Common Ethical Principles?
If so, you might wish to learn more about
Unitarian Universalism.

The Reverend Charlotte Cowtan
wi ll be at Murray State University, and will present an
explan ation of Unitarian Universalism,
for all those who are interested.

When: Wednesday, Feb . 11, at 4:30 p.m.
Where : Room 118 of Wells Hall
Sponsored by:
The Unitari an Unive rsalist Fellowship Qf Murray

By advertising in The Murray state News, .you are a jump ahead of your competitors.
You will be reaching the college market and they· will be wishing they were too.
1r Call today at 762-447 8. 1r
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OnCan1pus
Barn dancers
welcome
The Murray Barn Dance
Association will hold "An
Evening of Contra and Circle Dancing" on Saturday
at 7:30 p.m. The local band
Buzzard's Roost will perform and the caller w ill be
Joe Surdyk from Carbondale, Ill.
No partner is necessary
and dancers will be taught
and prompted. Wear casual clothing and soft-soled
shoes.
Fo r more information
contact Emily Watts at
762-6840.

The
HIDDEN
illnesses

Learn to line dance
Line dancing lessons will
be taught at Domino's in
t he Curris Center from 7
to 9 p.m. every Thursday
in February and March.
Every third Thursday
night Domino's will feature
club dancing.

WKMS starts
membership drive
WKMS
is
send ing
pledges to t he races for
re newing memberships.
The station is trying to
raise $55,000 for its first
fundraiser of 1998. On
Feb. I0, 17, 24 and March
24, the station will call
people who have renewed
their pledges before Feb.
26 and offer them two box
seat tickets to Churchill
Downs for this May's Keptucky Derby.
Contributions should be
paid
by
check
to
WKMS/MSU Foundation
and sent to WKMS, 20 18
University Station, Murray,
Ky. 42071 . Visa, Mastercard and Discover are also
accepted.
WKMS is looking for
volunteers to help during
the fundraiser. If interested, call 1-800-599-4737.

National Condom
Day announced
"Love Me Safely" is the
theme to National Condom Day, Feb. 14. The
American Social Health
Association believes that
Valentine's Day is the perfect day to emphasize lovIng someone means protecting the sexual health of
both partners.
According to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, five of the
I0 most frequently reported infectious diseases in
the United States are sexually-transmitted diseases.
The CDC recommends
condom use for STD protection.
Free, confidential information about STDs and
condom use is available
through hotlines operated
by the ASHA: the CDC
National AIDS Hotline: 1800-342-2437, the CDC
National STD Hotline: 1800-227-8922 and the
National Herpes Hotline:919-361 -8488.
Compiled by Brandi

Williams, Assistant College
U(e Editor.

Though eating disorders are
now recognized as serious medical iII nesses they sti II carry the
stereotype that their o nly victims are skinny w omen who
s~arve themselves or purge.
Thi s stereotype ignores the
struggles of a popul ation of
males and binge eaters.

Male eating disorders cases on rise
C OLLEGE LI FE EDITOR

seriously ill, can trigger an eating disorder as well as emotional problems.

Women aren't the only ones
who can look in the mirror and
be unhappy with the reflection
they see.
Studies show cases of males
with eating disorders are ris·
ing.
Accor ding to the American
Psychological Association, clinical reports show men as one in
10 patients with anorexia or
bulimia.
Eating disorders can develop
for numerous reasons. Events
which may cause overwhelming stress such as divorce, children leaving for college,
increased job responsibility, or
a family member who becomes

"A lot of different psychological factors can be responsible
for an eating disorder (including) dysfunctional r elationships, low self-esteem, helplessness and dissatisfaction
Male anorexics are reportedwith the way they look," said ly less concerned than females
Cindy Cofferine, staff member with achieving smaller bodily
of the MSU Women's Center. • proportions. Instead, males
tend to aim toward a muscular,
The increasing dissatisfacathletic physique, the Amerition with self-image among can Psychological Association
men may be a response to the reports.
heightened focus of media
"What we're all trying to
attention on the "ideal" male
achieve is the perfect body,"
physique, Lyle said.
Lyle said.
"Women tend to perceive
When evaluating an eating
more pressure to be thin to
attract a mate among other disorder in males Lyles said

Bv SARAH

WIGHT

things, and by what they see in
ads. In our culture, there is a
lot of pressure to be thin. With
men it's not quite the same but
it is becoming more so. There
are certain images of sexier,
more athletic body types for
men."

Overeating also disorder
Bv

SARAH WIGHT

(OUECE liFE EDITOR

You're obsessed. You want it
and you don't care what it
takes you to get it. It's food and
once you've got your hands on
it you eat until you never want
to see· food again, or at least
until you start craving food
again a few hours later.
This type of compulsive
behavior is classified as compulsive overeating/binge eating
disorder, an illness that
receives little attention but can
have fatal consequences.
Symptoms of binge eating
disorder include repeated dieting with failure, sneaking or
hiding food, lying about how
much one eats, very low selfesteem due to ashame of one's
perceived failures, inability to
cope with stress, avoidance of
conflicts or problems, anxiety,
weight fluctuations, hypertension (high blood pressurE' J.
fatigue, intense food cravings,
feelings of disgust or guilt. and

If you overeat/binge:
1. Buy limited amounts of food.
Don't shop when you're hungry
and don't overstock.
2. Avoid impulse buying- make a
shopping list .1nd stick to it.
3. Stabilize your eating habits- eat
at regular times and choose
healthy foods.
4. rut your meal on your plate
before you sit down and don't
bring extra food to the table.
5. Eat slowly.
6. Stop as soon as you feel full.
You can always eat ugJin.
7. Keep healthy snacks handy.
Soura: Anzerira11 Collegl' J-1,·, /tlr
As,uctaiiOII

typically, overweight.
Judy Lyle, Health Educator,
said this disorder is fairly common.
"One in five Americans are
obese, which is weighing 20
percent
above
desirable
weight," Lyle said
Long term effects of this illness include gall bladder dis·
ea:.;c, diabetes, shortness of

they have to look for slightly
different criteria.
"With females, certain things
define an eating disorder, such
as missing a period," she said.
"With males, eating disorders
are primarily evaluated with
how underweight they may be,
behavior, restricting calories
dramatically, hinging or purging,"
Aside from a different crite·
ria for characterizing an eating
disorder and a higher tendency
for males to try to lose weight
by
overexerclstng,
male
patients present remarkably
similar clinical feature::~ to
female patients.
Weight loss is achieved by
various means, including those

of regular, sustained avoidance
of carbohydrates and fats, and
purging through laxative abuse
and self-induced vomiting.
Lyle, s aid she thought there
was an equal amount of cases
of bulimia and anorexia in
males.
Though help is available for
people suffering from an eating
disorder, the number of males
seeking treatment is still fairly
low Lyles said.
"The help is available and I
think the help is the same (for
men and women)," she said.
"But women tend to seek out
health care more so thnn men. I
don't ever remember treating a
male for an eating disorder
here."

Do you have an eating disorder?
Answer yes or no:

breath, joint problems, high
blood pressure, stroke, neart
attack, osteoarthritis and even·
tually life-threating disorders
accompaning obesity according
to the American College Health
Association.

1. I constantly think about eating, weight and body size.
2. I become anxious prior to eating.
3. I' m terrified about being overweight.
4. I don't know when I'm physicaUy hungry.
5. I go on eating binges and can't stop eating until I feel

In addition to the physical
effects, compulsive overeating
also leaves an emotional toll on
its victims.

6. I often feel bloated or uncomfortable after meals.
7. I spend a lot of time daydreaming about food.
8. I weigh myself several times a day.
9. I exercise too much or get very rigid about my exercise
p lan.
10. I believe that being in control of food shows other
people I can control myself.
11. J have taken laxatives or forced myself to vomit after
eating.
12. I believe food controls my life.
13. I feel extremely guilty after eating.
14. I eat when I am nervous, anxious, lonely or
depressed.
15. I don't think I look good in my clothes.
16. Because of my weight and appearance. I'm more
uptight than I'd like to be around people I find sexually
attractive.

"It's more of a psychological
disorder," Lyle said. "They will
feel guilty and feel disgusted
with themselves , they will
have have low self-esteem.
They use food as a drug to take
the place of a relationship or
fill a void."
Lyle said although the disease is very serious it can be
treated with some diet and
lifestyle chang~s.
Lyle said: "It is sometimes
helpful to talk to a professional
to get good knowledge about
what can be done and how to
balance to a diet, but it can be
treated without help."

sick.
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Pearl Jam'S lyrics save album
Pearl Jam
Yield

M u sic Ret'ielu
Brandi Williams

First, I would like to state
that I am an avid Pearl Jam
fan. I have all of the previous
albums and love them (Well,
except "Vitology," but I don't
even think Pearl Jam was
happy with that attempt).
I will admit that Eddie and
the boys reached their peak
early and have had a hard
time trying to duplicate the
greatness of their first album
"Ten." They have also gone
through three different drummers in five albums. And as
much as I hate to admit it, the
new album "Yield" still does
not live up to everyone's standards. I have seen, better, but
that does not mean the album
is not good.
The song "Given to Fly,"

which is on the radio now, is
fluid. Eddie's soulful voice and
the melody gives the feeling of
night. Just close your eyes
an.d pretend that you're floating. .. ..
The song "No Way" has a bit
of a blues feel. I almost expected Ray Charles ~o start
singing any minute. Also, the
song "All Those Yesterdays"
sounds a lot like the group
Marcy's Playground with its
serious message and silly
sound. The meaning could be
seen as drug use, but the
melody is campy and singalongish.
As a word of warning, there
is a song that is labeled with
simply a red dot that sounds

.

,.

Friday, Feb. 6
•Truck Pull-7:30 p.m. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center.
•Movie- Cinema International presents Aparajito at 7:30 p.m: in the Curris Center Theater

like a reggae song the guys
This is a good album regardmade up when they were less of the name on the cover.
intoxicated. Also, the begin- The songs are good. The lyrics
ning of "MFC" sounds like the are good. Everything is good.
kickoff to a song by the group It deserves at least a B.
Everclear.
But what keeps Pearl Jam Yield: B
so magnificent, in my eyes
anyway, is the lyrics. In the
modem revolution of music,
the poetry element has been
dissolving. Listeners are too
caught up with image and are
forgetting the soul. Pearl Jam
. reinstalls the poetics that I
have been craving after being
completely burnt out by our
antichrist superstar and techno warfare.
There are thirteen tracks on
the album and out of those I
love at least half of them, Sales infomratlon proridwhich says a lot when com- ed by Terrapin Stafloq
•·· ..
pared to the other COs in my
collection I barely listen to.

Saturday, Feb. 7
.Opera- The Kentucky Opera will present "The Magic Flute" at the
Macauly Theatre. Tickets are $10.
•Sigma Sigma Sigma Sunshine Brunch- 11 a.m. to 1 p.m, at the TriSigma House
•Truck Pull- 7:30 p.m. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center.
-Movie- Cinema International presents Apara~to at 7:30p.m. in the Curris Center

Sunday, Feb. 8
•National Condom Awareness Week- sponsored by Student Health
Services.
•Bible Study- 9:45 a.m. in the lobby of Hart College.
•Bible Study- 7 p.m. at the Murray Christian Fellowship Campus House

Monday, Feb. 9
•Bible Study· 6 p.m. at the BSU
•Bible Study- 9 p.m. In the lobby of Hart College.

Tuesday, Feb. 10
•Summer Job Fair, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom.
eChlldren' s Theatre- "The World of the Brothers Grimm," 9:30a.m. and
12:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
•Bible Study- 6:30 p.m. at the Westview Nursing Home. ,
•Lecture- "A.A. Burleigh: Berea's First Black Graduate, 1848- 1939,"
presented by Hasan Davis, 7:30p.m., Pogue Ubrary Reading Room.

By Gabe Martin

JIOBDI!mlNE

bordarlnects.com

VVednesda~Feb.11
eChlldren' s Theatre- "The World of the Brothers Grimm," 9:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
•Blood Drive- 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom.
•Ask-A-Nurse- Nurses from Student Health Services will be available to
answer questions, 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Curris Center Rocking
Chair Lounge.
•Buffet- $1 Buffet at the BSU at 12:20 p.m.
•Free Dinner- 5 p.m. at the Newman House across from White College
parking lot.
•Worship- 7 p.m. at the Murray Christian Fellowship Campus House
-comedian- Shane Keith performs at Domino's in the Curris Center at
7p.m.
•Lectu,.. "The Common Good: The Dark Side," presented by Bill
Schell, associate professor of history, 7 p.m. in Faculty Hall Room 208.
Free to the public.
•Bible Study- 7 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater.

ULE #1,203Remember~

Fina/ Rule:

macho men break all
the rulesl

Thursday, Feb. 12
•Prayer Meeting- 7 a.m. In the Curris Center third floor lounge
•Meeting- Racer Martial Arts meeting at the Martial Arts America
•Blood Drive- 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.,Curris Center Ballroom
•Fern Terrace Outreach- 3:30 p.m. sponsored by the MCF
•TNT- Creative workshop In the BSU at 6 p.m... ~~ -~ ' ••
•
t
•Art Exhibit· Kentucky Art Education High School Art Exhibit in the
Eagle Art Gallery of the Doyle Fine Arts Center.

I knov you vant to ~:et back together. I knov
you vant to vork things out. I feel t he exact
same vay••• except completely dif f er ent. "

11

Although he'd just raa:t the book cowr-to-cover,
Frank was now more corlul8d than ever.
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Residential colleges begin new
projects to help the community
ts working
''The studen RCC
BY j ENNIFER P IERCE

STAfF WIUT(R

The residential colleges were formed
not only to help students adjust to college life, but to teach responsibility
and instill a sense of community in the
students. All eight colleges have a residential college council that helps plan
activities and projects within their
individual college. Now in the residential college system's second year the
councils are beginning to initiate more
projects benefitting community organizations.
Several of the colleges sponsored
Halloween activities last October.
Clark College provided candy and
entertainment for children living in
the community. Hart College helped
Alpha Delta Pi sorority sponsor a Halloween Carnival which was a community benefit.
Monster Bash was a week-long program held in Hester College. The residential advisors worked with the residential college council to raise money
for the Big Brother, Big Sister program of Murray. Competitions were
held between each floor, and a trick-ortreat hour was held for area children.
Christmas brought more community
benefits. Hart, Hester and Richmond
colleges adopted angels from the tree
at Wal-Mart. These colleges raised a
combined amount of approximately
$300. Clark held a Christmas food
drive to benefit Needline.
Valentine's Day has provided an
opportunity for many of the councils to
hold fund raisers or activities for their
residents.
Elizabeth is sponsoring a matchmaker survey for their residents. Each
person will pay a certain amount of
money to find out who they are compatible with. The money raised will go
toward future programs for Elizabeth
College.
Richmond College is selling roses
and candy grams for their residents to
send to one another.
· Springer/Franklin is having a Valen-

with the

are

learning a sense of
... ' '
.. responsibility
.

-,JAIIES SclmMPP,

EI...IzAuTB

C OLLEGE lmAD

tine's reception to make cards for local
nursing homes.
..Name that Tune" is the fi rst
fundraiser for Hester's newly adopted
philanthropy, St. Jude's Hospital. A
person pays 50 cents to dedicate a song
to a person and the recipient must pay
the same amount to find out who sent
it to them.
"The sororities and fraternities are
known for their support of philanthropies," said Patrick Lewis, Hester
College president. "We have an organized service committee in Hester and
we decided it would be a good idea to
adopt an organization to support."
Lewis said other prospective projects
include a local car wash, and a bucket
brigade.
Regents supported St. Jude's Hospital by donating money and time within the last year. Last year the RCC
worked with the sixth grade of Murray
Middle School. The children made a
home movie which showed what a typical day of a sixth-grader was like.
This, along with name tags, crafts, and
other items were sent to the children
in the hospital.
The council and the children also
sponsored a talent show that turned
out to be a huge success. Local businesses donated items such as a big
screen TV to be auctioned at the talent
show. Bill Robison, RCC president,
said they raised close to $3,000.
"This year we would t like to work
with the high school as well, and hopefully double what we made last year,"
Robison said.

Support System

Elizabeth College is currently sponsoring a teddy bear drive, scheduled to
end in the middle of February.
"We plan to put boxes in different
places such as Faculty Hall and the
Curris Genter for everyone to drop off
bears," said Christy Sivia, Elizabeth
College president.
Elizabeth RCC has not yet made the
decision as to whom the bears will be
given.
Springer/Franklin is also in the middle of an ongoing collection drive.
"Our book drive will accept all types
of magazines and books," said Laura
Bohannon, Springer/Franklin president. "Whatever we collect will be
donated to Needline, local nursing
homes, and depending on how many
children's books we receive, the local
elementary and middle schools."
This project is being done in conjunction with Regents and White and
will end March 20.
White College is still in the planning
stages of a Big Brother , Big Sister program with the neighboring schools.
Council president Faith Taylor also
said that the council is trying to come
up with ideas to benefit the local nursing homes.
Each college has an adviser to help
them with any problems they may
have, and all are very supportive of the
recent community projects that have
been done.
"I think that college is more than
just classes," said James Schempp,
Elizabeth College head. "The students
working with the RCC are lear ning a
sense of responsibility that is teaching
them to do things for other people. The
activities that all of the councils have
been doing are terrific."
Ron Cella, Hester College head is
also impressed with the progress of the
councils.
"The councils are beginning to take
the initiative to plan things without
constant supervision and help. They
have evolved greatly in the last year,
and I am sure that they will only
become more successful" said Cella.

Seth Dixon/The News

Tom Gregory. an employee for Applicatio n Services, Inc .• hangs
a flextray to support wires for the new data com munications system in what was once t he office of W oods Hall. W oods Ha ll is a
former dormitory that closed in 1994 and is located next to
Ordway Hall.

The Brothers of

DElCO COMPUTERI OF MURRAY
~'II:

HOURS
Monday - Friday: 1o a.m .. - 5 p.m.
Saturday: 1o a.m. -2 p.m.
sunday: Closed.
~C :.:H.~~s~t'~;. LOCATED NEXT TO
TERRAPIN STATION AT
THE BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
·For All Your Computer Needs
• custom Built systems
·Upgrade Systems
• Full Line of computer
Hardware
& computer Accesssories

ArP
would like to introduce the
B~ta Mu
. - injtiate class:

.

-

~

'"~

,..~~

!~ -..;,,_,Jeremy Ang~tti
!

Brian Bradley

Buy - sell - Trade used

'

.

computer Software and Games

Tony' Cummin.s

Buy - sell - Trade

lan :H eart

•

Almost ALL Games & Game systems

IDE"OCoMPuTIRSOFMUUAY,

I
I
L

Buy one game ac regular price and gee 50% off che
second game. (Equal or Lesser Value)
(Hoc good wieh any ocher offer.) Expires: 2-ts-ta

---------------MSU students Receive t 0% Off All
Purchases. MSU J.D. Required.

7 5. 9 - 8 3 9 3

I
I
.J

Eric Pobst
~

Justin Sebaston
~ Josh

Stevens

We would also like to thank
all Alumni for coming to our 30th
Founder's Day

.....

~
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Honesty, family priorities in band
members.
Scott fmds his experiences with the band
invaluable in many ways.
Stepping out of every preconceived notion
"I feel like it is a real unique experience as a
about a band, Nickel Creek shows how family father and musician," Scott said. "It gives me a
unity is beneficial to the overall performance of unique opportunity to help him through the
a band.
positives and pitfalls in the music business."
The stereotypical band consists of four or
"The most important thing in my life I want
more rebellious teenagers playing music to share with my son is my belief in God," he
against their parents' will. Nickel Creek, break- added. "My role in the band has helped me do
ing the mold, consists of four members, a this."
father/son combo meshed with the sound
Members break the traditional musical
stylings of a brother and sister.
boundaries as well. They bring their individual
Family conflicts do not stand in the way of tastes into the musical interpretations they
this band. In fact, the honesty shared among present to their listeners. Influences for their
the band members is very valuable. Criticism is music range from bluegrass to jazz, Celtic to
easier both to give and to take thtough the classical, western swing to alternative rock.
relaxed relationships between the band mem- Scott described the music as eclectic because it
does not fit into any particular genre.
bers.
OCVou get to be more candid in your opinions of
Nickel Creek's name was as hard to come by
the band," Chris Thile, sixteen-year-old man- as their music is to classify. The band started
dolin player, said.
eight years ago in California. Chris and Sean
Scott Thile, father of Chris and piano instru- Watkins, one of the other band members, disment technician for the University, plays in the covered they were receiving mandolin lessons
band. While working together, the band views from the same teacher. They started going to
him as an equal, rather than a parent.
watch their teacher perform on Saturday
"We don't look at him as my dad, just the bass nights and eventually ended up performing on
player," Chris said. "With him there, we get the stage with him.
The two were asked to create a band and peropinion grounded in reality."
A tightness in the music presentation is form for a festival. The band which resulted
another advantage of working with family was called Seldom Clean. The name endured
BY DENISE HIGGINS

VIEWPOINT Eo tToa

for a little while but they wanted to change it to
something more creative. When they he~rd the
name of a ranch called Nickel Creek in Texas,
they knew they had found their name.
Although the band originated in California, it
is currently divided between two parts of the
country. When half the band lives in California
and the other half lives in western Kentucky,
practice is not only difficult but impossible.
''It's hard to keep material ripe," Chris said.
"We hold an intensive practice before we perform. It is not as difficult as people think
because we think alike. We have known each
other for all our lives."
Scott thinks the move to Kentucky has been
beneficial to Chris's career as a musician. He
W8.llted to move out of California and closer to
Nashville. The job at Murray State offered the
solution he was seeking.
"It is well grounded here," Scott said. "The
outdoors here is spacy. It influences the music
because it offers peaceful serenity in one's life."
Chris agrees that the move to Kentucky has
been beneficial. He said Nashville offers great
acoustics for aspiring musicians and he plans to
take full advantage of the opportunities.
Scott thinks the future of the band is promising. They have recorded a demo in hopes of
landing a record label. He feels this is the next
logical step for the band and he thinks they are
very close to cutting a record.

Attention
Pre-Health
Professions
Students

The H~ StucUea College Forum will
hold itli third presentation Feb. 11 at 7 p.m. in
Fac:ulty H81ll'OOm 208.
The seaeion ill titlecl -rbe Common Gooa: The
Dark Side," and the speaker will be Bill Schell,
MSU UIOCiate profeelor of history. In
presentation, Schell wiD diac:usa the iasue of conformity in history.
-J believe that atudsntl will be able to relate
to this topic because many of them have had to
deal with the desire to conform, especially in

ma

high aebool,.. Schell said.
The Collep olHUJD81liatic Studies will ~n
sor two more preeentaticma this semester.
Obekita Hall, asaistant professor of E.nglish_..
will lecture on the impaet of black women on
art and literature Feb"' 25 at 7 p.m. in Faclilty
Hall, .room 208. James Sterba, profeaaor of philoaopf\y at N~ Dame, Will apeak on the topic.
"HoW to ReeQncile Alternative Conceptions o{

Juatice• March 26 at 7 p.m. in Wrather AucJitO..
riqm.

Delicious country Breakfasts
$3.95 Plate Lunches
Monday-Friday
$5.95 All-You-con-Eat Cat/ish
filets friday Nights

D.M.D./M.D. Degree Program

~

Application Dea'dline
Approaching

---=-

JJVIPOINTS
aiSTAUaANT

AppUcatloos avallable February

-

BY TARA SHnaY
COH'fltiU'nNO Wlml

CIOOD HOMI COOKIN«<
IS ClOSI TO CAMPUS

New l tmovative Combined

Due March 13th

Humanistic
Studies holds
college forum

Contact the

UK Oral Physician Office UK.
Unive rsity of Kentucky College of Dentistry

901 Coldwater Rd. at the "Five Points"

(606) .~2.~-2796 email:iskeiO@ooo.ukv.edu
More detlils on our homepage. hapJ/\\-ww.mc.uky.edu!Dcntisuyi oc-Jiphy2.html

MSU Students get 10% OFF.

,

All nontraditional students
full or part-time
~ are welcome to particip>ate in the::=:::==::_:.

8 NontraCIItlonal ·Student Wrltiria ComPetition.

fY three prizes will be given in three ~e.lagories:
$100, $75 and $50
book scholarshi~ in the

If

freshman/sophomore category, the juruor/senior cete8orx) ·
and the 8rnduate cat~~,q·~
Winner-s will be posted in the ~ Office on
\
:-'Wednesday, April 1.
They will alse be anr0uncecf in llie April 3 i~ue

oe

The

Murra~

State

~ews.

Applications can be picked up Feb. 1 in the

~Office.

Honor S

.

AcoepJint Appllct

MICHAEL· MA.NGINO

You Must:
Junior,

se~tlor,

~

)OE PLOWMAN

tr gr1du

2) Have a 2. 75 9PA

MATT ROBERTS
)ASON STRODE

•

•

.,.
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Sociology Club conducts Society builds mentor program
campus-wide student survey

hope one day when the local schools are off and
the college is still in session, the students can
visit and attend classes with their mentor to
Thinking back, many people can remember a experience a college environment."
younger person who looked up to them. RecogCurrently, 15 college students have signed up
nizing a need for positive role models in chilfor the program.
dren's lives1 the Phi Zeta Alpha honor society of
"Right now we're still in the beginning
White College decided to create a mentor prostages,"
she said. "Our sponsors have contacted
gram.
schools
and
started to arrange meetings. We
In this program, college students act as
have
received
much response from the elemenguides to gifted students in elementary, middle
tary
schools."
and high schools.
Responsibility is an important aspect in
"Many of us realized there were students out
becoming
a mentor.
there who were ahead of the average student
"Mentors
will be required to meet with their
and had spare time for special projects and
assigned
student
anywhere from a half-hour to
activities," Cassidy Wilson, vice president of
an
hour,"
she
said.
"Students eligible for the
the White College honor society society. "We're
program
will
be
selected
by the school adminishoping to teach these students about college
tration.•
,
and show them the opportunities available to
Michelle Maguire, childhood education major
them in the future."
enrolled
in the program, said it is a good learnWilson said some members of the honor sociing
experience
for her and for the kids.
ety might work on science projects with the students while others might discuss their similar
"I think it's important to work with gifted
interests.
students because these students need new
"If one of the college mentors was a biology challenges," she said. "If they do not have
major we might try to pair her or him up with enough of this in school they may slow down
a student interested in science," she said. "We and not reach their full potential."
BY REKA ASHLEY

STAff W IITfR

BY HEATHER MARTIN
STAFF WRIT£R

The Sociology Club will conduct a campus wide survey
starting the week of Feb. 16 to
·' gather results on various issues
from randomly selected students.
The club wanted to try something different by determining
students' interests and getting
the club recognized on campus.
The students in the club
picked many topic areas to
study, including safety, use of
technology, alcohol and drug
usc and involvement in activities on campus, in residential
colleges and in communities
around Murray.

'
"This survey helps the members develop research methods," Ron Gulotta, adviser of
the Sociology Club, said. "The
students make up the questions and the instructors help
break down the questions and
rewrite them."
Gulotta said the ·'c1 ub hopes to
get a good response by distributing and collecting the surveys in class.
The dub will randomly select
21 freshman and sophomore
classes and 19 junior and
senior classes, with 12 students
being chosen from each class. A
total of approximately 450 stu·
dents will be asked to fill out
the survey.
The survey the club is using
was distributed on campus

three years ago, but since then
has received a facelift. The club
wanted to resurface the surveys and find out interesting
information from students on
campus.
Gulotta said the club will
take the information and create
a variety of reports to present
to student affairs and different
organizations and administrators' groups.
"The information is for the
public and open to anyone,!'
Gulotta said. "We hope the
information the club collects
will be visible and useful."
This semester 12 members of
the Sociology Club meet regularly and 10 graduating seniors
are helping out with the survey.

Proudly welcomes the

Available to Rent
Tuesday, Feb. 10

''Air Force One''
Starring: Harrison Ford

Kentucky
State Student
Government

&

Celebrate
Black History
Month
LOST

Tanning S pecial:

Sun.-Wed.: Rent 2 Movies, Get 1
FREE
Rent 3, Keep for 2 Days

One Month Unlimited Tanning

$40
(Includes a Free Bottle of Lotion)

Business Hours:
Mon.-Thur............... 10 a.m.-10p.m.
Fri.-Sat. ..... ......... 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sun .......... . ......... noon -10 p.m.

·f!·Good Luck Racers Against Martin
- ... De:lcc. Kc.ppa
o .......,..,.cre»
Spring 1998

Do You Know Me?

J/zm<eJOIII'

looe totih~ a~

•

759-4944

N at:iona l Lea d e r s h -i p Ho n or Societ:y
:M:urray S tate U n iversit y Circle

Terrier/Collie Mix

I was found in the
Southwood A rea.
For More
Information
Call: 759·5572.

Movie Special:

The membership committee of Omicron Delta Kappa is now accepting applications from qualified students.
The minimum criteria that must be m~t by a student to be eligible for consideration are as follows:
A. JuniorJ Senior or Graduate standing
B. R.1nk in the upper 35% of class
C. One semester in residence at Murray State
D. Attainment of special distinction in at least two of the
following five areas.
1. Scholarships
2. Athletics
3. Campus Activities, Religious Activities, Social Service,
Community Service, etc ...
4. Journalism, Speech , and the Mass Media
5. Creative and Performing Arts

Interested students may pick up an application in the SGA
Office, the Student Affairs Office (Ordway Hall), the Multi
Cultural Center, and all Residential College front desks
All applications must be returned by Friday, Feb. 20, at 4:30
p.m. to Dr. Don Robertson, Student Affairs office, Ordway Hall

First meeting for current members will be
Tuesday, Feb. 10 at 5 p.m. in the Curris
Center- Mississippi Room

orts
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Sportsl3riejs
Racers ·to play
conference foes
The Murray State men's
basketball team will play
Tennessee-Martin Saturday
in Racer Arena at 7 p.m.
The Race rs will t hen play
at Eastern Illinois in
Charleston
Thursday
night.

Lady ~acers
face UT-Martin
The Lady Racers will play
UT-Martin at 4 p.m. Saturday, before taking a week
o ff from compet1t1ve
action. They will play again
Feb. 14 at Southeast Missouri.

Track team hits
Indiana meet
The Murray State track
team will travel to Indiana
University's meet next
weekend after finding success at the University of
Kentucky last weekend.

McKinney, Morozova help MSU track
ney won the long distance event with an
The other big highlight for the MSU
outstanding time of four minutes, 13 track team was in the women's long
seconds, which was one second ahead of jump. Polina Morozova won the event
the second place runner. McKinney out with a jump of 18 feet 10.75 inches.
paced thirty other runners to win the Morozova was under severe pressure for
event. McKinney took control early, the winning jump, considering her victoforced the rest of the pack to play catch- rious leap was on her last try. Morozova
B Y JASON B ILLINGSLEY
up and held the lead until the finish did not stop there, however. She folSTAFF WRITER
lowed her long jump performance with a
line.
Jason McKinney and Polina Morozova
"With such a large field I thought it fourth place finish in the triple jump
showed last weekend why they are the best to push the pace and avoid the competition.
Murray State University track team crowded jostling," McKinney said. "I felt
"This meet increased my confidence
captains. Their individual performances strong and in control throughout the and confirmed to me that I can qualify
highlighted MSU's effort at the Rod race.n
for the NCAA Championships," MorozoMcCrary Memorial Track and Field
"Jason's time, given that it was a vir- vasaid.
"I am pleased she did so well against
Meet on the campus of the University of tual solo performance, is well on track to
Kentucky last weekend.
qualify for the national ch ampionships," such top competition as the SEC schools
McKinney, senior from Georgetown, head coach Bob Doty said. "He only and others," said Brian Church, field
Ill., ran the best race of the meet for needs to impr ove seven seconds to event coach. "Polina only needs to add a
Murray State in the mile run. McKin- improve over the mile distance."
Little less than 10 inches to her jump to

-Track: The Murray State track
team placed high in a meet at the
University of Kentucky last weekend.

The NCAA rifle championships will be contested
March 5-7 at Murray
State's Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range.

Hobbs to be fired
at season's end
Alabama C rimson Tide
Head Coach David Hobbs
will be fi red at season's
end, it was reported o n
Monday.

SpotLight
De'Teri Mayes,
Polina Morozova
De'Teri Mayes and Polina
Morozova are in this
week's Racer Spotlight.
Mayes, senior from
Montgomery, Ala., scored
27 points in the Racers'
victory over Morehead
State and 20 points in the
Racers' wi n over Tennessee Tech Saturday.
Morozova won t he
women's long jump with
an effort of 18 feet, I 0. 75
inches. Her jump he lped
the Racer track team succeed at t he Rod McCrary
Memorial Track and Field
Invitational in Lexi ngton
last weekend.

Hustle F>!t~)-'
NASCAR
Jimmy Spencer, after losing the Camel sponsorship,
will run two differe nt paint
schemes, the I Winston
paint scheme and the "No
Bull" paint scheme.

Source: Jayski's Home Page

reach the indoor nationals in March."
The Racers' accomplishments last
weekend did not stop there, however.
Several other Racers gave prime time
performances and improved on personal
bests.
The 3000-meter race was highlighted
by the runs of Ericka Phelps and Keith
Jared. Their times on the event were 11
minutes 4 seconds and 8 min utes 41 seconds respectively. Mike McKee and
Donna Parrish placed high in the shot
put event, while Kevin Smudrick finished fifth in the men's triple jump.
"The meet was a long, but well run
event. It was exciting to see our athletes
improve and place so well,n Doty said.
Next week the team travels to In diana
University to go head-to-head with top
competition again.

Racers top TTU, Eagles
•Men's basketball: Victories
over Tennessee Tech and
Morehead State keep the Racers in a share of first place as
the season nears its close.
BY GREG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

Rifle hosts NCAA
championships

13

Coming off a close 78-75 win
over Middle Tennessee State Jan.
29, which put them in a three-way
tie for the Ohio Valley Conference
lead, the Murray State men's basketball team did not suffer any
letdowns in a Saturday home
blowout over Tennessee Tech and
a win on the road at Morehead
State Tuesday.
The 109-70 triumph over the
Golden Eagles .and the 95-81 win
over Morehead kept the Racers in
a three-way tie for the conference
lead with M'fSU and Eastern Illinois.

OVC Standings
Middle Tennessee State
Murray State
Eastern Illinois
Southeast Missouri
Austin Peay
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State

11·2
11-2
11-2

7-6
6-6

•Football: Eleven rec1·uits
sign letters -of-intent to
play Racer football next
fall, most of whom are
defensive players.

5·8
5-8

4-8
2-10
2-11

Statistical Leaders
Points Per Game:
De'Teri Mayes (20.9)
Rebounds Per Game:

B Y EDDIE GRANT
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITO R

Isaac Spencer (7.5)

Assists Per Game:
Chad Townsend (5.1)

Steals:
De'Teri Mayes {38)

Blocks:
Isaac Spencer (30)
Field-goal percentage:
Isaac Spencer (.614)
3-Polnt Field-goal percentage:
De~eri Mayea (.429)
Free throw percentage:
Mike Turner (.833)
*As of Feb. 4

'They didn't have a letdown'
After winning 78-75 over Middle
Tennessee State in an emotional,
action-packed battle for a share of
the conference lead, many might
have thought that Murray State
would come out Oat and not ready
for Tennessee Tech, who occupies
the cellar of the OVC.
That premonition would have
been wrong.
Sparked by a balanced scoring
attack led by a 20-point effort by
De'Teri Mayes, the Racers defeated the Golden Eagles 109-70.
The Racers had six players scoring in double-figures. Mayes was
followed by Duane Virgil with 18
points and Aubrey Reese, who
scored a career best 15 points.
The Racers never trailed during
the game, opening up a 58-42 lead
by halftime. Backed by solid
defense during the second half,
the Racers outscored the Golden
Eagles 51-28 to \vin by their final
margin. The final margin was the
biggest of the game for the Racers.
Racer Head Coach Mark Gottfried said he was pleased with
the Racers' performance.
"I thought we played well," he

Greg Stark/Sports Editor'
said. "I though t we played well
for most of the 40 minutes."
Gottfried said he was also
pleased MSU stayed focused for
Saturday's game and did not
dwell on the victory over the Blue
Raiders.
"I liked our guys," he said. "We
had a big game the other night,
and we came back and h andled it ·
maturely. They didn't have a let·
down from the other night."

Racers by 14
Helped by a 27-point effort from
De'Teri Mayes, Murray St ate
improved its record to 21-3 with a
95-81 win over Morehead State.
The Racers were tied with the
Eagles aL 39 at the end of the first
half, but outscored Morehead 5642 in the second half.
Isaac Spencer scored 20 points
for the Racers, ana led the team
with nine rebounds. Aaron Knight
and Dewayne Krom each scored
16 points to lead Morehead in
scoring.

Barry Johnson/Guest

(Top) Rod Hurray dunks on a
fast bre ak during Murray
State•s I 09-70 victory ove r
Tennessee T e ch. (Right)
Head Coach Mark Gottfrie d
gives players instruction during a timeout In Saturday•s
game. The win ke pt the Racers in a three-way tie for the
OVC lead.

Racers have neutral court
Even though we are four
weeks away from the big show
in Nashville for the men's basketball team (provided they
win their opening round game
Feb.24), it isn't too early to
speculate about what might
happen at the Ohio Valley Conference tournament.
The game will be held on a
"neutral" court, the year·and-ahalf old Nashville Arena. 1 put
the term "neutral" in quotation
marks because, well, how neutral of a court is it? When four
of the schools in the tournament are within a hour's drive
or less of the tournament site,
it can't be very neutral.
The four schools, Middle Tennessee, Austin Peay. TennesRee
State and Tennessee Tech are
h

'

MSU
football
inks 11

Sports
TalA?
GREG
STARK

close driving distances to the
arena, with TSU's campus in
Nashville. Tennessee Tech,
barring a miracle, shouldn't be
a factor in the semifinals or
finals, and Tennessee State h as
an outSide shot at making the
final four in Nashville. MTSU
and APSU will probably be two
of the four OVC teams in
Nashville.

On the eve of his second season as head coach, Denver
Johnson brought 11 players
into the fold of the Racer program. In a press conference
Wednesday, national signing
day,
Johnson
officially
announced that he had the letters of intent of these players.,
Wednesday's
additions
include six offensive linemen,
namely J ulius Coates, 6-foot·4,
320 pound offensive tackle
fr om Milwaukee, Wis., and
Mark Robinson, 6-foot-5, 350
pound offensive tackle from
Cleveland, Miss., add some
volume to an offensive line
which lost four of five starters
from last year's team to gradu'
ation.
Other new members of the
team are Ben Diaz, 6-foot-2,
280 pound guard from Miami,
Clint Parker, a 6-foot-6, 255
pound offensive tackle from
Cedar Grove, Tenn., Jeremy
Goodman, 6-foot-8, 300 pound
tackle from Louisville and
Josh Foster, 6-foot-4, 290
poun d center from Lawton,
Okla.
Defensively, the Racers
added a pair of defensive tackles to help add some stabilitY
to the Racers' defensive line.
Other signees wer e Mark
Albertini, 6-foot-2, 220 pound
fullback/kicker from Murphysboro, Ill., Xavier Davis, 5-foot10, 180 pound defensive back
from Birmingham, Ala., and
Jacquis McDuffie, 6-foot-1, 185
pound defensive back from
New Market, Ala.

advantag~

While Middle Tennessee's fan they've accomplished this sea- nessee, Austin Peay and Tenturnout may be fair, Austin son, especially on a neutral nessee State's back yard. This
has changed. The Racers probaPeay never disappoints with court.
The
dynamics
the
Racers
will
bly will have an upper hand in
their fan support. When Austin
be
playing
in
should
they
make
that
environment, but will face
Peay has played here in the
it
past
the
first
round
of
the
its
toughest
challenge against
past, Governor fans have filled
OVC
tournament
will
be
simi·
the
Blue
Raiders.
up th e north end zone, making
After all, the Racers are on a
Racer Arena nearly a neutral tar to what they played in
bot streak right now after
venue with nearly equal Puerto Rico over the holidays.
Nashville Arena should be defeating Tennessee Tech Satamounts of fans.
If Austin Peay has the num· about one-fourth full of fans u rday and Morehead State
ber four seed, the team that is during the games in the tour- Tuesday on the road. To quote
number one may be in for a nament. The Racers played for Stuart Scott, De'Teri Mayes is
fight should they meet in the 200 people· in Puerto Rico in as cool as the other side of the
semifmals. The fan supporl on wins over Arkansas and Iowa pillow right now.
the side of the Governors may State and :,:t loss to Michigan,
be tough to ovetcome, and meaning they are used to playthose players also have a bit of ing and winning in empty, neutral arenas.
postseason experience as well.
My previous opinion stated
Even with all the geographical disadvantages that the Rac- the Racers would have a hard Greg Stark is the sports editor
ers face, I looked at what time winning in Middle Ten- ofThe Murray State News.
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ady Racers
•
w1n, lose
•Women's basketball:
The Murray State Lady
Racers split two games this
week1 a loss to Middle Timn..essee and a win over
Morehead State.
BY EDDIE GRANT
ASSISTANT SPoRTS EDITO R

The Murray State Lady Racer& saw their dismal season
continue to slide with a 62-49
loss to Middle Tennessee State,
Monday night.
This is the third straight loss
for the ladies since overcoming
Tennessee State on Jan. 24.
~aturday the Racers fell to
tfpnnessee Tech by a scor e of
62-60.
In Monday's game against
MTSU the Lady Racers fought
valiantly again. They even held
a four-point lead at half. But in
the final period Murray was
out scored 41-24, which led to
their 62-49 loss.
For the game, Lady Racer
stand out Bobbi Coltharp was
only one of five . She hit t hree
of four free throws tallying five
points. The leading scorer for
the game was Lady Racer
Danelle Watts who went 10 of
16 from field goal range to

Equestrian
places
consistently

score 20 points - almost half of
the Lady Racers' points.
The Lady Racers are now at
the bottom of the conference
standings with a record of 2,.10
against league teams. .
•
The Lady Racers rebounded
with a 91-78 victory over Morehead State Wednesday night.
Bobbi Coltharp paced the Lady
Racers with 24 and 23 point s,
respectively.

STAFF REPORT

Morehead State led 40-34 at
the half, but the Lady Racers
outscored the Lady Eagles 5738 for the win.
The win lifts the Lady Racers
into eighth place in the conference r ace. An eighth place fmish would earn them a berth in
the OVC women's basketball
tournament.
The next game for Murray is
at home tomorrow against Tennessee-Martin. This game will
be the first of three home
games, in the Lady Racers
final five games of the regular
season. The ladies will make
their final road trip with games
at Southeast Missouri on Feb.
14 and Eastern illinois on Feb.
16 before returning home to
games agains t Austin Peay and
Tennessee State.

When was the last
time you had a
great cup of coffee?
Exotic olends, deep rich flavors, and the flnest
arabica beans are the hallmarks of CoffeeMasters
Gourmet Coffee. Experience the best, because
when it comes to coffee • • ~ taste Is everything.
Finer Gifts a Bridal ReaJstry
1 11 South 4th St
On the Court Square
Open Mon-Sat 1O:Q0-5:00
Phone 759-21 00

Barry Johnsorv'Guest

Danelle Watts, a sophomore from Detroit, goes up for a shot
over a Middle Tenn es~e defender In Monday's loss.

On Jan. 23 and 24, the Murr ay State Equestrian Team
went to the Western Kentucky
University Stock Seat Show at
Bowling Green and took home
many top finishes.
In the Open Reining Pattern
division, Car a Leach, Ella
Hakanson and Christy Miller
took home the top three spots,
while Betsy Gruca and Nathan
Smith finished fifth and sixth
respectively.
Hakanson finished second in
the Open Western Horsemanship division, while Gruca and
Smith finished in a tie for
third. Tiffany Weingartner finish ed fourth and Leach finished fifth.
In th e Advanced Western
Horsemanship I division,
Danielle Cubberly and Lisa
Cardwell finished in a tie for
third
In the Open Reining division,
Weingartner finished first,
with Smith second, Leach

fourth and Miller sixth.
Smith finished second in the.
Open division, with Miller riding home fourth, Gruca fifth
and Weingartner sixth.
Michelle F rancis finished
second in the Advanced II division, the only MSU rider participating.
Cardwell and Cubberly finished third and sixth, respectively in rt.he Advanced I division.
In the Intermediate II division, Julie Cobb finished first,
the only competitor for MSU in
that division.
In the Intermediate I division, Andy Jackson, Kelly Scott
and Michelle Alfather placed
first, third and sixth respectively, while Robin Tabers and
Kim Sandage placed fourth and
fifth in the Beginner division.
Hakanson and Smith both
earned reserve high-point rider
honors, during the two-day
event, and MSU earned highpoint team honors for the competition.

PICIVRE
YOURSELF IN
PEACE CORPS

Hair Studio
753-3688

We are looking for
students who will graduate in
1998 for international jobs in
education, environment,
agriculture, business, health,
French and youth development. Call today to discuss
your qualifications.

Monday - Friday 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

1701 Hwy . 121 By-Pass

Walk-ins welcome

~
(800) 424-8580

www.peacecorps.gov

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

.
Graduate Students may receive
financial assistance from ...

If you're stuck with a (federally insured)
student loan that's not in default, the
Army might pay it off.

Federal Stafford Subsidized Loan
-orFederal Stafford Unsubsidized Loan

If you qualify, we'll reduce your debtup to $65,000. Payment is either %of
the debt or $1,500 for each year of
service, whichever is greater.

Contact Student Financial Aid .... 762-2546

You'll also have training in a
choice of skills and enough
self-assurance to last you the
rest of your life.
Get all the details from
your Army Recruiter.

Presents:

442-2949

Murray State also has a limited number of graduate assistantships available. Now is the time to
discuss GA positions with your department chair
for the Fall semester.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
www.goarm)tcom

,

dWou have as., to share1
What's the most romantic or
unroDIIIIIIf thing that's IIIII
happene!'ro you? Submif~r
memorable mo~t to:
.
e Murray St~ews
111 Wilson Hall
.eb.lO.
•
.

Steve Gelder
Comedian
Feb. 6 at 8:30 p.m.
in Domino's

Visit us online!
•
Visit us on the World Wide Web at

· http://www.thenews.org
Produced by The Mu.rray State News in cooperation
with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!
To subscribe to LDDNet call 1-800-455-1608.
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Rifle team defends OVC title

15
Outta my way

•Rifle: After early success the enabling the team to claim the crown.
In second place came the squad
MSU Rifle team now sets its
from
Tennessee Tech who fell 69
sights on the NCAA qualifiers
points short with a score of 6,075.
coming up in two weeks.
Tennessee Tech was followed by

MSU Rifle Coach Elvis Green. "We've
done a lot of preparation for this
meet."
In the Roger Withrow Invitational,
Murray took second of 26 competing
Morehead State men's team with a teams. The team from the University
score of 5,887 and the Morehead of Alaska-Fairbanks shot 6,234, 80
points better than MSU to take the
women who shot 5,770
meet.
Murray State's team members also
received individual recognition. Ken
"Our shooters were putting more
Hicks was named OVC Most Valuable mental stress on themselves," Green
Shooter in small bore with a league said. "In two weeks we have the
best score of 1,168 in that competi- NCAA qualifiers coming and that is
tion.
some inspiration to them as they want
His teammate Emily Schefold to do well and qualify as a team. But
received the same honor for air rifle they understand that I have to pick
shooting following a tie-breaker shoot the team that will do the best on any
of 385. Marra Hastings and lryt given day. We have 11 shooters, and
Chance were named to the All-OVC they all can't qualify."
Murray State hosts the NCAA rifle
team.
championships
March 5-7
"We had a good team effort," said

BY EDDIE GRANT
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State rifle team successfully defended its OVC title last
weekend when it won the 1998 Ohio
Valley Conference Championship.
The Championships were part of the
Roger Withrow Invitational meet held
in Murray.
The rifle team finished with a combined score of6,154 including 4,630 in
the smaU bore division and 1,524 in
the air rifle portion. The scores were
the best of any conference team,

Crew does well at Chattanooga
12 members of the 44 member team
competed individually on rowing
machines against members from
other squads. Adam Weckman, freshman from Louisville, took top honors
in the men's novice 2,000 meters.
The team will now concentrate their
efforts toward the Northwestern
State spring break training camp in
Natchitoches, La. At this camp they
will compete against squads from

STAFF REPORT

Over the weekend, the Murray
St.ate University crew team traveled
to Chattanooga, Tenn., to compete in
the Tennessee Indoor Rowing Championships for the second year in a row.
According to · Crew team Head
Coach Steve Marchino, the team
again surpassed its own expectations.

Tulane and Ohio University.
Also the team is anxiously awaiting
the completion of their new facilities
at Cherokee Park on Kentucky Lake.
The target date for opening the former state park is April 4. The team
also plans to host their first regatta at
this facility once it is completed.
Plans for the regatta are tenative
however until the work at the Kentucky Lake is completed.

Seth Dixon/The News

De'Teri Mayes, se nio r from Montgomery, Ala., organizes his ·
offe nse during last Thursday's game against Middle Tennessee.
The Ra ce rs went on t o win the co ntest 78-75.

If you miss us
during the week,
you can find us

Sunset Boulevard Music
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 block from MSU Dorms!! I
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
753-0113

s 1 DO O'ff

s i!DD O'f'f

Any Cassette Tapet

Any Compact: Dl!lct

cta!!Q!J'

Your ~ALPINE.

~~~

11AIR SALOn
Tammy Sheppar d
Rhonda But le r - Dur h a m
M a r ilyn R a y
A'nne-M a r ie Hale

Expires 02/20

1415 Main Str eet

7 6 3-4700

~rch-

24 hours a day,

every day.

NEWS

~www.then-ews.org

Nex t t o M a tt B's
$2 Off with LDM card

Car Stereo Specialist - Custom Installation
'Coupon good tOWJOrda

ONLINE

of regul• r prl<*l mero:Nnctl• only, not v811d In combiN~tlon with any other specials, discounts or offers,

Tile Brothers oj S1gma CIIJ would I ke
to introduce
tile
.
Gclmma zeta pledge class.
.

Mathe w
. Hall
~osh Hawkins
Timmy HenningMax Johnson
Brandon Kassinger ,
Eugene Kumeyko

we wouJCI also like to tJI~nk all oJ tile
ladies
tfiat
Helped
us
witll
rush,
•
especially our sweetheart fran sanders.
•

•
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Hart College decimates
White in intramural contest
· •Intramurals: The intramural basketball season
got into full swing this
week with games in both
the Carr Health Building's two gyms and Racer
Arena.
I •
I

White brought one of their two
teams to the game, hoping to
use their size to wear down the
athletic Hart·A team.
Hart-A showed why they are
considered a · favorite in the
Residential College Division I
with a quick 14-0 run at the
start of the game.

BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY

Hart-A used their athletic
players to outrun the members
• Racer Arena bas been seeing of White's team. Jeremy Davis
a lot more basketball action in had seven ofthe first 14 points,
the last two weeks. The intra- including one three-pointer.
mural basketball season is in
White started a comeback by
full swing, and Racer Arena is
the Hart run with five
ending
host to some .of the top intraunanswered
points, only to see
mural match ups, to take the
Chauncey
McGee
and Bentron
pressure off the overcrowded
Parker
lead
Hart-A
to a comfacilities in the Carr 'Health
fortable
21-5
lead
halfway
Building.
through the first half.
Tuesday's 8 p.m. contest fea·
Jeremy Davis of Hart-A and
tured the Hart College A-team
versus the squad from White Douglas Davis of White then
bad a personal competition to
College.
see
who could 'one-up' the
Hart College came into this
other.
game with their top basketball
STAff Wano

guns on the A-squad. Hart fea·
tures a total of six teams this
year, with the other five teams
split in the other two residential college divisions.

The two players scored a combined total of 13 points in the
next five miiiutes to make the
score 28-15 in favor of Hart·A
at the 3:45 mark.

Both teams tightened down
on defense in the last four minutes of the first half to make
the score 30-17 with Hart-A
still holding the lead at the five
minute halftime break.

White comeback by starting
yet another big run that lasted
until the end of the game.

The 18-4 run allowed. Smith
and Parker to combin for 14 of
these points, while White could
The start of the second half not score on any of the desperfeatured the men in the middle ation three-pointers they
of both teams doing most of the attempted.
work. Both White and Hart-A The game could be best
fed the ball inside to their big summed up by Jeremy Davis's
men, slowing down the quick one-handed tomahawk jam off
athletic pace established in the a fast break in the final minute
first half.
of the game which gave Hart
It was not long, however, until the 65-34 victory over their
Jeremy pavis got the fast- Residential College opponents.
paced offense of Hart-A runIn other intramural action
ning again. Davis led a 10-0 Tuesday night the team from
Hart-A run that increased his Elizabeth fell to Richmond 51·
team's lead to a distancing 44- 37. Regents team came up
23 margin halfway through the short to the squad from Hester,
second half.
losing 44-41. Franklin defeated
Davis then had a seat on the Clark by a score of 48-40. In a
bench, giving White an oppor- inter-college battle Hart B
tunity to get back in the game. overcame the Hart F team, 55White started a full-court press 35.
defensive scheme, and slowly
The White C team handed
managed to cut into the Hart the Hester 3 squad a loss by
lead brining it as low as 47-30. the score of 52·29. And roundHart-A then brought in their ing out the action it was
sixth man, Darryl Smith. Franklin 2 over Hester 2 with
Smith and Parker stopped the the score of 55-31.

Seth Dixon/ The News

Jeremy Davis, freshman from Blnnlnch&m, AIL, slams the ball
home enroute to his Hart Collece team's 65-34 victory over
White Colle1e In Intramural action Tuesday nlpt. The pme
was one of many intramural contests played In Racer ArenL

Dessert Bar
Drink Bar

NOW OPEN
Catfish, Scallops, Stuffed Crab, Froglegs, Fried Chicken,
Ribs, and Fried or Broiled Shrimp

•

Tues.& Wed.
W ID S8 C)5

4:30-9p.m.
753-6149

A VEDA..

Tlft ART AI'IO SC"£NOt Of PURl F\OWER At;O PtANf USfNCth•

are
forming
now!

Do What You Want.>>
Make hair do what you want It to. Wrth any of Aveda's plant·based
cleansing, conditioning, styling and finishmg products. For any type,
shape and shade of hair . Fonnulas with plant-derived colors, vitamins,
proteins and aromas. To make hair shine with health and behave Itself.
Aveda- the only way to do it.

P/he; &&oltial0p;;tfoa,
1Oa.m.- 5p.m.

301 N. 12th St.
767-0760

Call or stop
by our school

today.

Knowing How to Defend
Yourself Can Be a Real Life Saver
Nothing take• the place of knowing how to take care of
yourself in any atuation. Maybe that'• why more and
more men and women are turninr to Martial Arta Mlf defense training. Our trained instructon will teach you how
to defend yourself in virtually eveey Mlf defenae situation
you may encounter, and you learn in a
we, controlled environment. And moat
importantly, what we teach works!

Call Today ~· ·753-8111
1413 Olive Blvd. Murray

The Murray State Nezvs,
the only friend you need
on Fridays.

• •; ·
~

..

:..:

l I ult·asll

FB·A·a~
... '"' .' .J .. ·~ ~·:, ,, t
•
) ' our Jl'o/('11/ial!
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UT-~artin
contest
honors
Paducah

PGA wrong in cart case
ever , is exceptionally painful and
dangerous for him - the disorder has weakened his leg,
putting him at constant risk of
fracture, which could, in turn,
cau se him to lose the limb.
Because of this rare disease,
Casey Martin wants a golf cart.
This seems like a relatively
reasonable and simple request.
He can make \he shots required
of golfers just as surely as anyone else. He is not asking for illegal clubs, or for balls that fly flfty
ya rds farther than other golfers'
balls. He is not asking for anything that will fundamentally
alter the nature of the game. He
just wants help getting around
the course.
But incredibly, in an act of the
utmost ignorance, heartlessness
and stupidity, the PGA tour
refuses to comply with Martin's
request. They profess sympathy
for his plight, but insist that part
of the tradition and athleticism
of golf is the ability to walk the
course. To give Martin a cart,
they say, would be to give him an
unfair advantage. On a hot day,
h e would ben efi t from riding
while the other golfers walked
the course. The absurdity of this
claim is obvious, as it is predicated upon the notio,n that these
men are undergoing tremendous
physical strain. Let's remember,
rather, that they are walking
four miles in four hours, not
exactly a feat of Olympic proportions. Furthermore, they don't
even carry their own bags. I will
readily agree that the caddies
who lug 14 clubs fro~ hole to

BY ART SAMUELS
BRO W N D AILY H ERALD
( BRO WN

U.)

{U-WIRE> PROVIDENCE, R.I.
- Last week, Casey Mar tin
appeared on "Cr ossfire."
Unlike mos t guests on the
show, however , Ma rtin has no
control over America's foreign or
domestic policy. He is not a
reporter for a major newspaper
or network. He is not a professional pundit. He does not seek
out publicity, and he does not
have a message. He is not a
politician .
Casey Martin is a golfer.
In fact, he's a pretty good
golfer. He played at Stanford, on
t he same team as his roommate,
Tiger Woods. In PGA qualifying
play, he's post ed scores good
enough to earn him a s pot on the
Nike Tour , which is only one step
below the PGA Tour, the game's
richest, most competit ive and
most prestigious circuit. It is not
unreasona ble to expect that
Casey Martin could qualify for
the PGA tour - and t hus, for the
chance to cam much respect and
even more money - as early as
next year.
Over t he past month, Ma rtin
has created a stir in the sports
world, a nd not j ust for his prodigious golfing ability. Martin is a
victim of Klippel-Tre naunayWebber Syndrome, a congenital
disease that affects the circulation in his right leg. The Syndrome does not affect Martin's
ability to hit a 300 yard drive, or
sink a 40 foot put. Walking, how-

hole exert a significant effort for
their pay. But to call what basically amounts to a stroll in the
part rigorous athleticism is simply false. If you don't believe me,
look at Craig Stadler. Stadler
has been a professional golfer for
several years, and has earned
the affectionate moniker, "The
Walrus." The motivation for the
nickname, I can assure you, was
not a tendency to blurt out "Goo
Goo Gachoob" at the 11th hole.
Thankfully, the judicial system
does not buy the PGA's argument. Citing the Americans with
Disabilities Act, a U.S. Magistrate granted Martin a temporary injunction, allowing him to
use the cart. The Act requires
businesses to take reasonable
measures to accommodate people
with disabilities. The court
thought the use of a golf cart was
a more than reasonable request,
and so Martin has played two
events on the Nike tour, winning
the first one, while his lawyers
seek
a
permanent
injunction.With their reasons for
disqualifying Martin rejected by
a court, one would think the PGA
would allow him to play. Yet it
continues stubbornly fighting.
Why? Why go through so much
legal expense and bad publicity
simply to keep a man from playing golf? The answer is that the
PGA's resistance is about more
than s imple insecurity over golfs
status as a sport for non-athletic
athletes. Rather, it is about difference. While most sports long
ago opened their doors to nonwhite athletes , pro golf has

remained a bastion of intoler an
ce. It has been domina ted by
wealthy whites, and for several
years held tournaments at allwhite country clubs. While it has
stopped this practice recently, it
continues to hold tournaments a t
other clubs that have accepted
one token Black, Hispanic, Asian
or Jewish member. Most of us
realize that tokenism isn't really
any better than flat -out exclusivity, but the PGA doesn't seem to
grasp that concept. Instead, it
does its best to dissuade these
would-be golfers who do not fit
seamlessly into its whitewashed
world .
The PGA hates to be reminded
that people other t han wealthy
whites play golf. But the presence of a black duffer wi th his
dark skin prevents t hem from
forgetting. In the same wa y Martin, with his limp a nd .his golf
cart, constantly makes t he PGA
aware that someone different someone disabled - can do what
the "normal" golfers do, a nd can
do it just as effectively. Faced
with this realization, the PGA
hides behind a sanctimonious
and farcical claim to athletic
honor. In a deposition given on
behalf of the PGA, Arnold
Palmer, one of the all-time great
golfers, said that part of "the tr adition and integrity of the game
is being able to walk and compete." Martin can compete, and
he can do so without walking. He
can uphold all the traditional
values of the sport. As for
integrity, only the PGA lacks
that.

STAFF REPORT

Citizens of Paducah/McCracken County will be the
special guests of Murray Sta te University on Saturday,
Feb. 7, as pa rt of "Paducah/McCracken County night
wilh the Racers," when the four-time defending Ohio
Valley Conference men's basketball champions take on
Tennessee-Martin at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena.
The special day is a s alute to fans , alumni and supporters in Paducah and McCracken County.
Advance tickets are on sale at the Murray State Shop
in Kentucky Oaks Mall. General admission tickets are $3
for s tudents and $7 for adults, and a portion •of the
advance ticket. proceeds will benefit the Heath High
School scholarship fund.
"l\icCracken County h as one of the largest populations
of alumni, and our relationship with them as a universily and community is so important to us that we look forward to getting them over here and honoring them," said
Jimmy Ca rte r,. director of University relations and executive director of alumni relations.
At halftime of the game, representatives from Paducah
and McCracken County schools will perform for the
crowd.
"We're excited about ha ving an opportunity to reach
out to other communities throughout the region," said
associate a thletic director Tab Brockman. "We believe
this is part of the University's mission, not only for athletics, but also academics.
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'·" ~~I!U $3'79S ~Wl' Jow; Into l>oord<,
plank•. !>l:'.lm> l..:lr)\c t'llpaClly, Bot
._.wnull , ,tlue anywht.'l'\'. l'rt'l': inlomu·
linn Norwcte..l Sawmolb, !!0 Cunwrij!ht
llrlv~· *.~. Amht',.,.t, NY 142..! 1. l ·HOO-S78l.lM.

TAN AT Ht>Mrt DotH rtrJkc: 01 hull<' mi.,.
tlkc <~11np:an: the sun.\1.1.-.ter tll't.l rn
~'1.'1)1hin~ d'i<: You11 be !!bd you ilill
l'ree
<':lUll'!(. Fuunnng. I.SOO.S.H·
72ft!.

,,lkJr

WOH J' TAKNING llF DS 1'.11l .11 hom~:.
lluy <.111'1:<.1 Jnu s.~vc' CAJtlllnc"'i"l/hom.:
unlll< fn• n $ 19').00. low (JI<>ntltly rar·
m.:nl>l fn.'<' color <.-:aulog <:0.11 t<WY l·
~2- I;SIO

11te N;auon:ll St:ilUllllll MtN"lllll, lt>c:atetl
on !ht• <.llllf"'' o l ~urr:ty :->ut<' l nlvt'rsny,
L' no;. t,Jk ln!( 2pplac."10n• for the fo!I0\\ 11111 pmttlc.ns; Wed.en<.l .adml-..,tons Clerk:
~hnimum w.tg<', S:JtunlJy HJI}.S, .:.oncby
12-S. \\c:.!kei'K.I Gilt :-hop Cle!t. \Unimum
"'"lie. ~.uurdly ll,i0·5 <;un<tty 12·'5:

HELP WANTED

Get Ready For Spring Break

C:OMI'ASS .TRANSPOI{TAHO N d n'"''
11<'1.-..ll'd

~~~ c:xpt:rit•nt 't' llt'<<'·' ·'·•r,·

S~l-700 w~ ly+bc:ndlt.,

"'~kt:nd.

l!:trn

Htlllle t:\<'1")'

cu..,, A Jrlwrs l':l!l I-!'!QJ.2l5-

9002. fur CDL tr.uni~ GJU

1-80().~42-7)64

DR!\ I-ll~ !!am $645.00 no cxperiencd' No
pruhlt·m• CO.L l'monml( lli'Ovttie<:l. No
tllntr:l<1 l'l'QU>~'<I' 0 111 1\c:nllKky tennmab
n<'l.-.1 U':lint''" ~nd <'Xpt.·ncnn'<.l leamv,ln·
~eJ,,; ril(ht now ! l-tlW4>Jt'i-'i0'55.

ORIVI'R comp:tn)' !C:t lll.'! 35C p lu• lull
1><.-nd'IL'I <'~<~>t 10 roa,a one )~ CYTR
c:xrx-nerKc: n:quin:tl l.:tnd:<p;ln ~1'~

9M3.
CAUI'OIINIA ' Ne!W Yt~ll· l"t·w C:trt't:r.• No
c:xpcric nt'cl N<J tkwc:c:~ Nn pruhl.-.l!! Fn.·,•
11• u'"cl' "Save , ,,. Plant·t Pmcluc~• • Ill
.llld up. Call now! li a nl.·7 p.m Hk.10·50~
HIH~

hcndrt... Call lk'ol> Ta)·kar, h01>·29'J-76'ih
Mondty thru l.'~ttl.ty lor !"ICN<>nal mr•~·

DRIVl'R • Are Y'"' ton·<.! of km11 hou"' o•

low pay> UJtllfl'IIIY

dt~w,...Rochl h:J;.

u

nt"' pmn~wn pay pnljlr.lm. Cn:at hcllll<
time O!f tr.lmln)l il\Jti.Jhlc O'l'o'lll.-r {)p<.T·
~tl'lrS

11<.""'

ptuNr:Jm - cx~'dl.."nlllbur:tn<.'<!

di.~"'lunt fucl, l'SltiJ+mll"" 'wttk. Snlo t>r
cdo11 9S% nn toud • 4H'J';3' V:trt or
ll.ulwd Talk to our d nvc·l1'1 I·H00•167()Jt~.

!""'"''"

l!itu..lmJr-k Cumltltullf.-..llKln.tt, Inc. :.arl!
F•tu.ll Opp<munll)' l!ntpl{lycr..
()f! IYER.~ · ADD IT I'P It':< ~II hcrt' Nt:w
l.'ll\llptncnt + 2.8·3(1£1"'' + Jlrt".ll llcnd'll< •
$-10 t..arp fl'IY • Pure c!man11 pb~ OrR
dn"-r.; SltKk.'lll RJ"Jdt~'S. l-I!OiJ.6j'i~,ffl

K2N{l191t
Et.ECn!l~.;l t\NS

Nt·EDI'D Sl.1tc l<'n•llcd or

!'.1~<.'11<' <~ouncy IO<'t:n.C (il~)..2.i l ·71t7()

J)RI VFR HIO'Ih no ouuda ln'tj!h t, (ol'e~l
p;ay. 'hcnc:lil>. RcgKtn:ll nr OTR MIJjt he 23

l >RIVER.'i - M:'\\' l'l'lfl p:ay p:tdCI)(c Arc!"'
E.'<tli'I::<S L' ,._.._,km)l CtlOl]l<lnYIR:K•nul &

"'tlh (DL A & ll.IZITUI (..mon!lu ~'X[X'I'I

requirc:<.l. Call 0Jvc m , ....., :n H00-927·

339-1644

0TR ti;tt1or'lr.UI<T dover.. a.,,, A COL
"'ithllnzm:u ~n<.l I yt·.u O'ffi drl\'ln11

tll\ 1 FOf,.

llHIVFR · ~!.lrt llfl 10 3~~/ut~le + ll<lflll"''
wtlh U'A TRl CK' l.att" fllll<kl. ;~'""lln,'t.l
with "''!dhte <.'Ofllnnmt< .<•
Uon., . 11),001 mtlo antlnth a•·cr:tgc ',I; eckly
p;t)'. A(J()-237-46421 f.OE. WPIHN
mtM.'fiJ~<>!tlt'

cnce :.un omrnnK:dl:nd)~ Owocr•OJXT.I·
tor. \\ clrome' LANOSTAR/POOLE flOO..

J:NfOY Rl:Xlllll: 1101 R~. •mhmu<!d t.':lfn'nl\s, frt:<' lrJin u>)l a,, n puhli'' rdatinns.

K'lll·-. rt!pn....~nt.1fln.' In )'nur \: nmmunlty

C1ll '*lXI5m-\JHO'J ihr :m onlcr.•lc" . tftcr
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(>;()) p~n.

lncG!i EO!

O'rR 1 -I«XI-17;1-'i~l I'I JWntl.
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llRI\1-RS - AlL 'C)'i or rll.'L\<'1 coovt'nuonal
tkt1 ::..~.... ..urt up to 50..3<1 p<.T mile wttlJ
11<•,........,.. :and :annu.al rJI....., 10 $0..3~ p<-r
nulc Tc:11~ ..urt up 10 Stl._~ per mile .,.,tla
lxxnt\, ln<l!Nry'Mtop mll""h"' 3\ t:r.l!lt' 2.i
\\lUI I )'"r 011! }M~R lllHR-!1().~27
r\\'ON - $7-\211. """"""''""· C:a., r lll<'tk
<Ml,, I~JIIU."-'"· lcac:•l tr.umn)(. lndl'pca~tc.:nt
"''"'"' rt'p~nl.ltl\'<"' <'am quk:k <;L•h
llupiiCllc exccuu•c', <;Q ti<r<'r""-'lfulmuncy
nukins; iclc..':I.•. ~...1 tun<l t:11.'ii~ nuruga

l-800-73S.'ibl6
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lYm • t-l.lkc a dl:in)!t: lot tlt"
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Htllh "-1MXll
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'"l to.-m tkant:mu l·HC~I .,il·i«t97
(VQ\\':-,1. ht!r>/' ll-" 'n•1.t·<m111t"ll1·
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l!d
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J)!CS ~d udt•d h<tl1<'m1<~•" l,tillll•. l-1.11"

th""' nl11ht• founh fn:e t i:atltnii\U')I, ·rt'fl·
n ...,..'ot:C 1-8()0.933-746-t I-HIII- ll:"t'\J. 11•111!
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OIJI;GS! In the ~mnk1 Muunt.un (,~
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SS 1,00)~5 'iluN..()N llonu~ C'\/ llobc""tn
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IIF.:;T I fOlTIS,

10\'H~T f•U IU'~.
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BIU!J\1\ lox '.tll"n' .• f lntU,J.t. c,,n
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.Spnnj! fln:ak Baha!!U' Pany Cruise:' 6
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f11mt
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to <u S149! •flrin)!~.Jktr.twl.cnm 1-MI~

t>7K-63H6
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u~.-r•v n•'-·'·

up...,<.-.llt•

w~un1c.·r
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f >'J~1oru S I i9t 11Prin$1hre:tktr.l•cl.wm I

W<".olher!

1!00-6"!%..~)
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Don 't Forget!
Valentine's Day is
coming up a11{1 what a
.,. great way to tell that
someo11e special that
yo11 care, in th~
pen;ona/~; of Tl1e
~Murray State N e)(w.
Va/enti11e's Spedal!!!
JOt per ·word

tnCI'>t lx-:~uuful

..Fur Penoonul\ tm(••"
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Lose Inches & Build Muscle While You Sleep!

With All Natural .

$70\J/Wt!Ck on.:ntallon pJy! Gre:11 hom~~
tarn<· ~n<.l asstRnt'd , Jll l'>JIV<'nliorul flt'c:t.
Ownc:r/Opc::rJim" wd~pmc. lloyd Brml•·
<'~' lleli.~S4~2..t LOR

O I'I'ORTI''ImE.' o\VAII.AIII I! t::un wl,ll<:
you tr~o n for a cal't"<'T Ill wcldln~e. "''"'"'II·
t'Jf'J\t:nlry, r ultnaoy :on., , htt•lncs.,, c:k~ln ·
L!ll , JUI<Hlll>live n:p.Jr .tnd •-hers 1\u
IUttlon GEl), ht&h ~houl <ltp lorn:t pn:>gr:un av:til:thlc:. HOU.<injt. mc::tb, mcdi<:;ll
t-:an: and jl:lydccck provldt..'<.l. Help ~~oilh
~>I> pbt eniCfll :>t compk:tlnn. -~il"' JS-24.
}<J> t:<..,.....u.s. Ocpan l1l<.'flt o1 1.:11>1.- pro8,m, Call tndly\ I~X~'>K~"-1~2

ffi.\1 Pnlp\'lntt.'l' All for just $1 ~ aJJ "3~ • k for Todd.

H()MLOWNFHS' Ddx con,oltdlloo n' Rorrnw ~2'i,(•IO·$lOO,Q()o Too many I~IL•'
Uume
impruwmen~•A!'ply
h~·
phone'24 hnur npprov~l No c:qual}'

.-.lTFr."llO'Ii \ t-:TERM:> Hom<' Juan.• to

llHIVl!R IJp to 35~/mile to sun plus up'"

I)RIVFil\ mer the rwd , j') ~LIII..,., ~l.Jt
wtth/~itb. Lu.e model <'00\'ctlOOIUb. 3
ye:~r.. aperienre. ~ 30C·-3.iC mile ..
hc:nt:ftl<. C:dl (HOOI 444.Q6.18.

-------- ---------------

5j6}10peo 7 W)S

t1pp<·r Cl;hsnun • tudcnt IIIJ)<>rlnj! 1n l'>JX"'
l"i~l n::~d111g or El!!rncnwy F.dut':luon lo
tutor H Y""' olt.! In 'F'.1S1 Tr.1d c" phonk'l!
f'"l!ll'.lm. Pro!lr;am Fuml.Jlc:d Ull 492·
S2.lf! or nHOO I

compulCI' ...low hut jV"\.'<11 for '>'ontinl(
JXl(l':"'• fct> 3 nt(l' <-.u'r)inR t':l.'IC, AL"' :1

lmnx.-dbtc SS for 'trv<.:lllr.-d Rt·
lkment• und ..S.,fcm.'<.l UNtr.lnc:<.: tLum,.
) G \lt.'t•ntwnnh l-HKII-l3l •o;,p~

f'"CCIUU'\'d l'lninum CJpnal. t-&l0-'\..!3-

\lt.'t'c.'kt:nd Cw.w<lian M•mmum w~R<', Sat·
ur<LW 9-'\, Sunday 12;30-'\; Wttkt'nd
StTIIflly: Saturday H -~. Sunday ll·S:
w~·kd.w S..cumy: TUL'I'o<liY• l'ndly 1{.<;,
Cur:u1ortll A.v.t'i(.(fll Mond.'ly·Fri<.I.Jy 1\-~;
CollcttaUM ». Gfkcr: \t.1fl<l:sy.fri:Ly ff;30.....
5 1llo<cft<><i1Jon., "-ill bt!j!ln M:um lund
Nn throuj(h Novt'lllhcr .'10 "'o phone
tnquincs plc:L.;e. AJ)jllietli<>llS U\';lil.lhle It\
1he mu-;eom oftkt~.

S c a·v in g Mexican l : ood
nnd ))eli s.,.ndw i c h cs

r .·() n.,

2 Big Macs .......... 2 Bucks

11 a .m . to 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: 1.1 a.m. - _Midnight
Mike Griffin & Unknown Blues Band Feb. 7

NOW AT
Take 1 tablespoon of CALORA D with a glass of
water at bedtime...That's It!
No Diets! ..• No Excercise! ...No Side Effects!
Call To Order:

Located on 641 S.
Puryear, TN
901-247-5798
for a limited time
107 N. 12thSt.

Healthy Living

759-3333
EXT.333
30-Day supply $55
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many students met in the
chapter room of the Baptist
Church Building to discuss the
impact Erin had on their lives.
The people of the music
department have a special connection, explained Susan Kane,
instructor in the music department and an adviser for Sigma
Alpha Iota profes~ional fraternity.
"We are a small department
and we know each other well,"
Kane said. "We arc like a family. SAl is even closer. Everyone
can Teally feel her absence. No
one is not impacted."

Kay Bates, also an SAl adviser. said the support the students have given each another
is amazing.
"The way they lean on one
another for comfort and help
each other along can truly
renew your faith in young people," Bates said.
Renee Duncan, director of
the
Psychology
Center,
explains although students
need to grieve in their own
way, it is important not to
ignore the pain.
Said Duncan:· "Don't believe
the people who tell you 'if you
don't think about it, it will go
away."'

Fe brua.-y 6, 1998

Planet of the ·Apes?

ONE THOUSAND
DOLLARS!
Professors at Murray State are continuing to make comments like: There is no evidence for
Creationism, " Evolution is as sure as gravity," and even, " No true scientist believes In Creation"*
Interestingly enough, Mark Randall has called several colleges and talked to several other
professors here at Murray who disagree. One college has ZERO professors In their Biology
department who believe In Darwinian Evolution! What professors do not want to admit Is that
Evolution is highly controversial among scientists and not just theologians.
•
WE ARE WILLING TO PUT OUR MONEY WHERE OUR MOUTH lSI
WE ARE NOT AFRAID OF THE TRUTH!
That is why we will give an Evolutionist professor (or a team of up to 10 professors) $500 just for
presenting the Evolution side of the controversy. They get ANOTHER $500 If, by poll of students
attending, they present the strongest case. Dr. Guane Gish of the Creation Institute In California will
be lecturing on th_e Creation side. He has his doctorate in bio-chemistry with more than 16 years of
research in the field. Each side will have a full hour to state their best evidence (we will flip a coin
to see who starts.) There will also be two rebuttals of 20 and 10 minutes respectively. This will not
be a back. and forth argument..consider It two coinciding lectures with responses. It Is easy for a
professor to teach Evolution as fact in a classroom where they hand out the grades ...lf It really
is...as sure as gravity," then surely it must be worth $1 ,000 to present It outside of the classroom.
The lectures will be held Feb. 24th in the Currls Center Ballroom. Any Questions should be directed
to Mark Randall at 753-9786.

F.very day, thousands ofkids bring guns w~®~
.
Find out how to hdp get gutts out oftheftan9spf cffikket:i.

C•lfi-8GO-WE•PREVENT:tioo.

*Dr. Gish is in good company! Here are some other scientists who believed in
Biblical Creation: (You may have heard of some of these guys!) Francis Bacon,
Isaac Newton, Michael Faraday, James Joule, Louis Pasteur, William Thompson
'Lord Kelvin', Gregor Mendell, Bernhard Riemamm, Joseph Clark Maxwell,
William Ramsay, ...and thousands more!

Umbro® Adidas® Fila®
Reebok® Nike® Starter®

SHOES

•NFL - NBA Jackets
•Warmups ·
•Fleece

•Nylon Wi ~ndwear
•UK Apparel

DENNISON-HUNT
Men • Women • Children
Sale Ends Wed., Feb. 18

SPORTING
GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

Chestnut St.

I'

753-8844

Men • Women • Children
Sale Ends Wed.,. Feb. 18

